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TIBO –
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION FOR BELARUS
The XXIII International Specialised Forum on
Telecommunication, Information and Banking
Technologies TIBO-2016 was held in Minsk on April
18-22, 2016. The forum included the XXIII International
Specialised Exhibition TIBO-2016, II Exhibition of
Robotics and Advanced Technologies, and XXIII Belarusian
Congress on Information Society Technologies.
The TIBO forum has been held in the Republic of
Belarus annually since 1994; it is a unique platform for
exchanging innovations and advanced experience in the
sphere of information technologies.
A number of thematic directions has been determined
in the exposition’s structure of the TIBO-2016 exhibition
considering the priorities of the state policy in the sphere
of information computer technologies (ICT):
• national information infrastructure;
• digital economy;
• electronic government and electronic cooperation;
• ICT in social and cultural sphere;
• digital transformation strategy;
• robotics;
• digital technologies in printing and publishing business.
More than 100 companies from 18 countries of the
world (Belarus, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan,
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Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Czech Republic, Germany,
Finland, Sweden, Great Britain, Turkey, China, South
Korea, Japan, and the USA) took part in the TIBO-2016
exhibition. In addition, 30% of exhibitors came from
foreign countries, while 20% were new faces.
Based on the analysis of questionnaires filled by
the participants of the exhibition, 89% and 78% of
exhibitors have been satisfied by the quantity and
category of the exhibition’s guests, respectively. The
participation in the exhibition lived up to expectations of
69% of exhibitors. 72% of exhibitors are going to take
part in the exhibition next year.
Among the participants of the exhibition, there were
leading fixed telephony and mobile operators such as
Beltelecom RUE, Mobile TeleSystems JLLC, Velcom FE,
BeST CJSC, and Belarusian Cloud Technologies JLLC;
cable operators Cosmos-TV JV and MTIS OJSC; and postal
operator Belpochta RUE. The following global brands
were presented at the exhibition: Huawei, ZTE, Nokia
Networks, Canon, Epson, SAP, Dell, Motorola, Tamron,
and Eaton.
For the first time, EMC Corporation, which is one of
the global leaders in the IT industry specialising in softand hardware, information security, virtualisation, and
cloud technologies, took part in the exhibition.
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Besides individual companies’ stands, the exposition
included stands of Minsk City Executive Committee,
the State Committee for Science and Technologies,
innovative trade solutions providers, Infobalt Association
of the Lithuanian ICT sector, and the national stand of the
Republic of Azerbaijan.
The stand of the Ministry of Communications
and Informatisation Digital Transformation in the
Republic of Belarus – State and Prospects was in
the centre of the exhibition’s exposition. It included the
expositions of the Ministry for Taxes and Levies, Ministry
of Health, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Housing
and Utilities Services, Ministry of Architecture and
Construction, Ministry of Nature, Ministry of Culture,
Ministry of Transport and Communications, Ministry
of Justice, State Border Committee, State Customs
Committee, State Committee for the Management of
State Property, National Bank, and National Centre of
Electronic Services RUE.
The programme of the Belarusian Congress on
Information Society Technologies was highly topical
and included 25 business events such as forums,
conferences, round tables, workshops, and presentations.
Experts from 6 countries of the world (Belarus, Russia,
Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and the USA) took part
in the congress. The speakers’ presentations and video
materials can be found at http://www.tc.by/exhibitions/
tibo2016/Planevent/.
A number of events dedicated to digital transformation
of various economic spheres was held for the first time
including the exhibition and conference Trade Forum –
Innovative Technologies in Trade, Belarusian-German
forum Industry 4.0 – Innovations in the Production Sector,
scientific and practical conference Smart Learning –
Innovative Technologies in Education, and round table
Science 2.0 – Digital Transformation of the Research and
Development Sector.
Among the international events of the forum, there
were the III Belarus-Azerbaijan Business Forum in the
Sphere of High Technologies and Telecommunications
and scientific and practical workshop of the Eurasian
Economic Commission called Eurasian Open Model
of
Informational
Integration.
Instruments
and
Methodological Approaches.
A traditional awarding of the TIBO-2016 Internet
Award winners took place. The competition included
275 applications in 12 nominations.
Within the framework of the TIBO-2016 forum,
the II Children and Youth Festival Robodrome was
arranged. 52 teams from Minsk and Gomel took part in
mobile robots competitions in the categories Kegelring-M
and Kegelring-C.
Many official guests visited the forum’s events,
among them: Mr Houlin Zhao, Secretary-General of
the International Telecommunication Unit; Mr Nurudin
Mukhitdinov, Director General of the Executive
Committee of the Regional Commonwealth in the Field
of Communications; Mr Orozbek Kaiykov, Head of the
Area Office of the International Telecommunications Unit
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Mr Anatoliy Kalinin, Mr Houlin Zhao

Mr Anatoliy Kalinin

Mr Houlin Zhao
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for CIS Countries; Mr Ramin Namig oglu Quluzade,
Minister of Communications and High Technologies
of the Republic of Azerbaijan; Mr Ashir Garayev,
Deputy Minister of Communications of Turkmenistan;
Mr Michael Graetz, Vice-President of EMC Corporation;
Ms Trudy Norris-Grey, General Manager of Microsoft’s
Public Sector Business in Central and Eastern Europe;
Mr Aleksander Khotko, Director of the Department of
Information Technologies with the Eurasian Economic
Commission.
During the TIBO-2016 forum, a meeting of Mr Anatoliy
Kalinin, Deputy Prime Minister of the Republic of
Belarus, and Mr Houlin Zhao, Secretary-General of the
International Telecommunication Unit, took place.
Mr Anatoliy Kalinin expressed his gratitude to
the Secretary-General Houlin Zhao for the visit and
underlined that Belarus always felt the International
Telecommunication Unit’s support. He pointed out
that the presence of the Secretary-General raised the
status of the TIBO-2016 forum significantly, and the
exhibition had reached for a new, higher level where
both domestic and foreign participants demonstrated
their recent achievements. The Deputy Prime Minister
also dwelled on competitive conditions created
at the market of information and communication
technologies.
Mr Houlin Zhao, in his turn, thanked the host party for
the invitation and noted the high level of organisation.
“I am impressed by the participants’ active interaction,
presentation of their inventions,” the Secretary-General
said. He underlined the significant success achieved
by Belarus in recent years. Mr Houlin Zhao focused
on importance of the governmental support of the ICT
sector in Belarus and noted that our republic could
share its experience in that sphere with many countries.
Mr Houlin Zhao invited his Belarusian colleagues to
take part in world IT-forums, among which are WSIS
Forum in Geneva and ITU Telecom World in Bangkok.
Mr Anatoliy Kalinin thanked the Secretary-General for
the invitation and told that the host party would consider
that opportunity.
Closing the meeting, Mr Anatoliy Kalinin presented
Mr Houlin Zhao with a commemorative token of the
TIBO-2016 forum.
Within the framework of the TIBO-2016 forum, the
Ministry of Communications and Informatisation of the
Republic of Belarus and Microsoft Corporation signed the
Memorandum of Understanding.
Mr Sergey Popkov, Minister of Communications
and Informatisation, remarked, “We have signed the
Memorandum on the fact that both parties will aim to
assist each other in business development. To date, this
document is the first step in cooperation between the
government and Microsoft company to realise various
projects in the sphere of IT-technologies.” for instance,
Microsoft company may take part in the project on
creation of digital economy in Belarus. Moreover, the cost
of programme products of Microsoft company for Belarus
is being discussed.
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Mr Anatoliy Kalinin, Mr Houlin Zhao

Mr Michael Graetz

Mr Sergey Popkov, Mr Houlin Zhao,
Mr Anatoliy Kalinin

Mr Igor Kobzev, Mr Grigoriy Bondarev,
Mr Michael Graetz

The official guests of the TIBO-2016 forum have left
their wishes in the visitors’ book, among them there
were Mr Anatoliy Kalinin, Deputy Prime Minister of
the Republic of Belarus; Mr Houlin Zhao, SecretaryGeneral of the International Telecommunication
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Unit; and Mr Michael Graetz, Vice-President of EMC
Corporation,.
International and domestic experts noted both high level of organisation of the forum’s business programme and
the scope and relevance of the exhibition’s expositions.
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TIBO-2016 FORUM OPENING CEREMONY

Mr Dmitriy Shedko

The event was organised by the Ministry of Communications and Informatisation and Technics and Communications CJSC. Mr Dmitriy Shedko, First Deputy Minister
of Communications and Informatisation of the Republic
of Belarus, acted as the chairman of the ceremony.
The event gathered a record number of participants,
among whom were the representatives of international
organisations, governmental authorities in various economic sectors, professional associations and unions, scientific and research and educational establishments, suppliers of telecommunication, information and electronic
services, and business communities.

Mr Anatoliy Kalinin
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Ms Trudy Norris-Grey

Mr Anatoliy Kalinin, Deputy Prime Minister of the
Republic of Belarus and Chairman of the Organising
Committee, addressed the forum’s guests and participants
with a welcome speech. “We have achieved significant
success in development of the national information
infrastructure, creation of state information systems
and resources in the recent five years. A significant
part of interdepartmental document flow has been
transferred into an electronic form. Implementation of
the programme of accelerated development of services
in the sphere of information computer technologies
has been completed. Within the framework of this
programme’s events, the basic components of the
electronic government have been formed, presentation
of statistical, departmental and tax state reporting has
been automated, conditions for electronic interaction of
the state and business have been created,” Mr Anatoliy
Kalinin noted.
According to him, since 1994, the TIBO forum has
been contributing to the development of the information
sphere and formation of the information society in
Belarus. At the forum, technological novelties are
traditionally presented and the most urgent problems of
development of the information society both in Belarus
and beyond are discussed.
The forum’s topics are aligned with the world trends
and urgent problems of digital transformation, including
those in the industrial sector, sphere of education,
research sector, digital banking, and electronic trade.
“I am convinced that holding the regular TIBO forum
will contribute to further development of information
society in Belarus and will facilitate its integration into
the world’s information space,” Mr Anatoliy Kalinin
underlined.
Ms Trudy Norris-Grey, General Manager of Microsoft’s Public Sector Business in Central and Eastern
Europe, noted in her speech, “I hope that, despite the
language barrier, I will manage to express how much I
like being here. Like you, I am interested in information
technologies and I would like to show you how they develop.”
Mr Michael Graetz, Regional Vice-President of EMC
Enterprise Content Division, Healthcare, EMEA, said
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Mr Michael Graetz

Mr Sergey Popkov

Mr Elmir Velizade
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in his welcome address, “I am very glad to have been
invited here. We all can see how cell phones change our
lives. We are ready to share our experience with Belarus
and tell what projects we perform in the world.”
Mr Sergey Popkov, Minister of Communications
and Informatisation of the Republic of Belarus and
Deputy Chairman of the Organising Committee,
thanked the participants and developers, “Thank you
for all that you have done, but we have a lot of work
ahead of us. We tried to transform this exhibition
into an exhibition of telecommunications rather than
communications. The forum will have a lot to look
at, it will be interesting and there will be a possibility
to observe some working moments. A number of
participants are going to show us the technologies
awaiting us in future.”
One of the forum’s main participants is the Republic
of Azerbaijan. Mr Elmir Velizade, Deputy Minister
of Communications and High Technologies, presented
the republic at the opening ceremony, “for the
second time, Azerbaijan takes part in this exhibition.
Our countries are facing the same aims That is why
holding such an exhibition is a good platform for us
to get acquainted with Belarusian technologies. by
the way, in November, we are going to hold another
Belarus-Azerbaijan forum where the cooperation
perspectives will be discussed. Such frequent forums
prove that both countries are interested in business
rapprochement.”
Mr Sergey Nesterovich, Deputy Director of the
Department of Information Technologies with the
Eurasian Economic Commission, in his speech, noted a
high level of the forum’s participants and organisers,
“It’s pleasant to see that digital economy is one of the
high priority topics. We know that Belarus is focused on
this sphere now.”
Mr Aleksander Shumilin, Chairman of the
State Committee for Science and Technologies of
the Republic of Belarus, underlined in his speech,
“Development of information technologies brings
in changes into all spheres and ensures the citizens’
comfort. The automation of the state sector’s activities
is continued, and the competition between companies
develops. Belarusian experts take part in IT-projects
of any difficulty. The number of the forum’s guests is
growing every year and this gives new opportunities
for attraction of investments. Such events promote the
image of Belarus abroad.”
Mr Dmitriy Kalechits, Deputy Chairman of the Board
of the National Bank, noted, “As any other sphere, finance cannot go without advanced technologies: virtually any bank transaction is performed with usage thereof. The National Bank’s policy aims at development of
information technologies to improve specific business
processes.” Mr Dmitriy Kalechits also dwelled on the
system of United Payment and Information Space and its
development.
Then Mr Edvard Matulis, Deputy Minister of Trade of
the Republic of Belarus, made his presentation, “the TIBO
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Mr Sergey Nesterovich

Mr Aleksandr Shumilin

Mr Dmitriy Kalechits

Mr Edvard Matulis
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forum shows how our country will look like in future.
The exhibition will demonstrate, for instance, innovative
equipment and software for sales areas automation and
many other interesting novelties. The programme is
varied and all is worth seeing.”
Mr Vadim Bogush, First Deputy Minister of Education
of the Republic of Belarus, spoke on the role of IT in
school and university education, “Modern development
of information technologies and the system of education
are closely connected. Therefore, the republic pays
close attention to interaction of the system of education
and technologies, as new technologies are a means to
facilitate labour. To date, distance education gets its new
development. We are still facing problems, and they are
impossible to solve at once, but we need to move in that
direction.”
Mr Nurudin Mukhitdinov, Director General of the
Executive Committee of the Regional Commonwealth in
the Field of Communications, noted in his speech, “We
have established a good tradition of participation in the
forum. Problems facing both state and private sector are
discussed within its framework. Hopefully, in the course
of discussions, decisions in the sphere of information
computer technologies will be found, which will be
useful for everybody.”
Mr Aleksander Danilin, Head of the Strategic Projects
Division of the Department for Cooperation with State
Organisations at Microsoft Rus LLC, told about the new
stage of information technologies in the state sector,
“Cloud technologies, massive data and analytics,
Internet of things, mobility, social communications,
cyber security – these technological trends are closely
connected. Perhaps, the major direction is cloud
computing. Today one can use various models of
cloud resources for work, including hybrid ones. We
are oriented, first of all, on users and we ensure high
efficiency of work.”

Mr. Vadim Bogush

Mr. Nurudin Mukhitdinov

Mr. Aleksandr Danilin
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Mr Houlin Zhao, Mr Anatoliy Kalinin, Mr Sergey Popkov

APRIL 19, 2016

OFFICIAL OPENING OF TIBO-2016 EXHIBITION
The official opening ceremony of the XXIII International
Specialised
Exhibition
on
Telecommunication,
Information and Banking Technologies TIBO-2016 was
attended by Mr Anatoliy Kalinin, Deputy Prime Minister
of the Republic of Belarus; Mr Houlin Zhao, SecretaryGeneral of the International Telecommunication Unit;
Mr Sergey Popkov, Minister of Communications
and Informatisation of the Republic of Belarus;
Mr Nurudin Mukhitdinov, Director General of the
Executive Committee of the Regional Commonwealth
in the Field of Communications; Mr Orozbek
Kaiykov, Head of the Area Office of the International
Telecommunications Unit for CIS Countries; Mr Ramin
Namig oglu Quluzade, Minister of Communications
and High Technologies of the Republic of Azerbaijan;
Mr Ashir Garayev, Deputy Minister of Communications
of Turkmenistan; Mr Sergey Nesterovich, Deputy
Director of the Department of Information Technologies
with the Eurasian Economic Commission; Mr Grigoriy
Bondarev, Director of Technics and Communications
Closed Joint-Stock Company.
Members of the forum’s Organising Committee, heads
of governmental authorities, representatives of diplomatic missions accredited in the Republic of Belarus, foreign
guests and participants of the exhibition also took part in
the opening ceremony.
Mr Anatoliy Kalinin, Deputy Prime Minister, said in his
welcome speech, “On behalf of the Government of the
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Mr Anatoliy Kalinin

Republic of Belarus and the Organising Committee, I wish
all the exhibition’s participants and guests to have effective
professional interaction, business contacts and positive
impression from their stay in the Republic of Belarus.”
Mr Houlin Zhao, Secretary-General of the International
Telecommunication Unit, invited the Belarusian
information community to take part in world forums and
noted, “Dear guests and colleagues, today I am greatly
honoured to be with you here in a beautiful and welcoming
city of Minsk and to address the participants of the TIBO2016 forum. I would like to point out that I have taken part
in many exhibitions, yet this forum is dedicated not only
to telecommunications and information technologies,
but also to banking technologies. As the SecretaryGeneral of the International Telecommunications Unit, I
understand that the bank sphere also needs development
of information technologies.”
Mr Sergey Popkov, Minister of Communications and
Informatisation of the Republic of Belarus, wished all the
TIBO-2016 participants productive work and expressed
confidence that the exhibition would contribute to the
formation of the information society in the Republic of
Belarus.
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Mr Houlin Zhao

Mr Sergey Popkov

On the occasion of the exhibition’s official opening
the symbolic red ribbon was cut. The XXIII International
Specialised Exhibition on Telecommunication, Information
and Banking Technologies TIBO-2016 started its work.
Upon completion of the opening ceremony, the official
persons answered the questions of the mass-media representatives.
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VISIT OF THE OFFICIAL DELEGATION TO THE EXPOSITION

Mr Nikolay Yushkevich, Mr Anatoliy Kalinin

Mr Sergey Popkov, Mr Anatoliy Kalinin

Upon completion of the official opening ceremony,
the official delegation headed by Mr Anatoliy Kalinin,
Deputy Prime Minister, looked through the exposition
of the TIBO-2016 exhibition. Mr Sergey Popkov,
Minister of Communications and Informatisation,
briefly told about the work on electronic government
implementation and the development of electronic
services system.
The delegation started its visit from the stand of
Velcom FE. Mr Nikolay Yushkevich, First Deputy
Director General, told about the company’s novelties.
Implementation of the 4G standard was discussed while
Mr Anatoliy Kalinin measured the connection speed at
the supplied smartphone.
The delegation then headed to the stand of the ZTE
company where Mr Tang Luhao, General Manager
of ZTE operations in Belarus, Ukraine and the Baltic
States, awaited them to demonstrate the base station
ensuring smooth transition from 4G LTE towards 5G
standard.
Then the official persons visited the national stand of
the Republic of Azerbaijan.
At the stand of Beltelecom RUE the delegation was met
by Mr Sergey Sivodedov, Director General, who provided information on achievements and client base tasks of
the national provider, recent business decisions and the
Smart House system.

Mr Sergey Popkov, Mr Anatoliy Kalinin,
Mr Elmir Velizade

Mr Sergey Turomsha, Mr Houlin Zhao,
Mr Sergey Sivodedov

Mr Anatoliy Kalinin

Mr Anatoliy Kalinin, Mr Oleg Veremeychik
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The officials paid close attention to the collective stand
of the Ministry of Communications and Informatisation
called Digital Transformation in the Republic of Belarus –
State and Perspectives. The expositions of the State Border
Committee, State Customs Committee, Ministry for Taxes
and Levies, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Education,
Hi-Tech Park, National Bank, Ministry of Housing and
Utilities Services, State Committee for the Management
of State Property, and other governmental authorities
were demonstrated.
Mr Sergey Poblaguev, Director General informed
the VIP-guests on the possibilities of the Republican

Data Processing Centre at the stand of Belarusian Cloud
Technologies LLC.
Mr Robert Okun, Executive Product Manager, and
other employees of the Chinese company demonstrated
a wide range of products and solutions to the officials
at the stand of Huawei company. The products and
solutions varied from MateBook series notebooks to the
“Safe City” concept.
The visit ended at the stand of Mobile TeleSystems
JLLC. Mr Vladimir Karpovich, Director General, told
about the recently launched MTS TV and cloud solutions
for subscribers.

Mr Sergey Popkov, Mr Anatoliy Kalinin

Mr Sergey Poblaguev, Mr Anatoliy Kalinin

Mr Vadim Bogush, Mr Anatoliy Kalinin,
Mr Sergey Popkov

Mr Sergey Popkov, Mr Anatoliy Kalinin

Mr Vladimir Karpovich,
Mr Anatoliy Kalinin, Mr Sergey Popkov

Ms Irina Saksonova, Mr Anatoliy Kalinin
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OFFICIAL CHRONICLE

Mr Leonid Maltsev

Mr Leonid Maltsev

Mr Leonid Maltsev, Chairperson of the State Border
Committee of the Republic of Belarus, acquainted
himself with the exhibition’s exposition. He paid close
attention to the exposition of governmental authorities
of the Republic of Belarus, stands of domestic and
foreign companies where latest developments were
presented.
The TIBO-2016 exhibition was visited by Mr Igor
Shunevich, Minister of Internal Affairs of the Republic
of Belarus, Lieutenant General of Militia, and Mr Viktor
Dubovets, Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Belarus, Head of Finance and Logistics, Major
General of Militia.

Mr Leonid Maltsev

THIRD BELARUS-AZERBAIJAN BUSINESS FORUM
IN THE SPHERE OF HIGH TECHNOLOGIES
AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Mr Sergey Popkov, Minister of Communications and
Informatisation of the Republic of Belarus, and Mr Ramin
Namig oglu Quluzade, Minister of Communications and
High Technologies of the Republic of Azerbaijan, held the
opening speech. They wished the forum success and underlined that in conditions of global changes cooperation
is the key to successful work.
Mr Mikhail Chashchin, Director of Informatisation
Department of the Ministry of Communications and
Informatisation, was the moderator from the Belarusian
side, while Mr Elmir Velizade, Deputy Minister of
Communications and High Technologies, was his
counterpart from the Azerbaijanian side.
Mr Vadim Shaybakov, Deputy Director General on
Technical Issues of Beltelecom RUE, dwelled on the role of
Beltelecom RUE in the development of information and
communication technologies in Belarus. He demonstrated
the structure of the telecommunications network, as well
as the subscriber base growth dynamics.
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Mr Mikhail Chaschin, Mr Sergey Popkov

Mr Evgeniy Briantsev, Mr Pavel Petrulevich

Ms Sabina Mamedli, representative of Azertelecom,
told about the services rendered by the company. She
noted a wide range of partners among whom were
Georgia, Iran, Russia and Turkey.
Directions of private-public partnership from a
mobile operator’s point of view were demonstrated
by Mr Evgeniy Briantsev, Head of the Commercial
Department of Mobile TeleSystems JLLC. He told about
4G launch by MTS company in December, 2015. The
speaker dwelled on participation in state programmes
realisation: development of communications in the
Republic of Belarus, rural revival and development,
agricultural farmsteads. Besides, two directions of
private-public partnership were discussed, which
included technological cooperation and corporate social
responsibility.
Mr Arif Mailov, representative of the Data Processing Centre of the Ministry of Communications and
High Technologies of the Republic of Azerbaijan, told
about the centre’s projects. The main directions of its
work are billing, AzDataCom system, projects “electronic signature”, “electronic state”, “electronic ID”,
service “number porting”, and system of mobile devices registration.
Mr Sergey Poblaguev, Director General of Belarusian
Cloud Technologies JLLC, presented the infrastructural
model of G-cloud activity. According to his opinion,
such a model facilitates removal of barriers. The speaker
shared the plan of transfer to the Republican Platform
(RP), the key points of which were performance of
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Mr Ramin Namig oglu Guluzade, Mr Elmir Velizade

Mr Seymur Agayev, Mr Arif Mailov

audit of state organisations’ IT-systems, development
of the project involving information system transfer
into the RP test zone, state organisations transfer to
using RP.
Mr Murad Ragimov, representative of the Hi-Tech
Park, told about the park’s role in information computer
technologies development and the ecosystem start-up in
the Republic of Azerbaijan. Their development provides
for stimulation of new financial mechanisms, work within
the framework of the infrastructural project and ITuniversities creation.
The experience of a Belarusian IT company at the
market of the Republic of Azerbaijan was presented
by Mr Aleksander Mukovozchik, Director General of
System Technologies JLLC. He dwelled on such directions
of activity as development and adaptation of proprietary
software, provision of software on the platforms of world
manufacturers, custom development based on some
configurations and software maintenance. Besides, he
noted that 6 banks in Azerbaijan were using Belarusian
products.
The topic of electronic payments in the Republic of
Azerbaijan was raised by Mr Farid Ismailadze, representative of Golden Pay. He also told about the creation
of the hesab.az portal and the company’s readiness to
create portals of that type in other countries.
Mr Rauf Gasanov, representative of BestComp, told
about the system of electronic document management in
proceedings of the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of
Azerbaijan. He noted that the system of electronic docu-
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Mr Sergey Poblaguev, Mr Igor Mikhailovsky

Mr Murad Ragimov, Mr Rauf Gasanov

Mr Ramin Namig oglu Quluzade,
Mr Sergey Popkov

ment flow was necessary to remove bureaucratic hurdles,
provide more effective supervision of documents execution, and form automatic electronic archive.
Mr Magomed Zulfugarly, representative of Ultra
Technologies, made a presentation AzerbaijanianBelarusian Consortium. ULTRA-ST Group. Successful
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Partnership and Development Perspectives.
Mr Djabir Djumshudov, representative of RISK company, shared a successful experience of information computer technologies solutions implementation at the Belarusian market. He also dwelled on further perspectives of
cooperation with Belarus.

APRIL 18-22, 2016

Mr Sergey Yenin, Mr Edvard Matulis, Mr Vladimir Koltovich

CONFERENCE “TRADE FORUM – INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN TRADE”.
PLENARY SESSION
The plenary session opened a series of events of the
conference Trade Forum – Innovative Technologies in
Trade.
The conference was organised by the Ministry of Trade,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Communications
and Informatisation, Ministry for Taxes and Levies,
State Standard, the State Customs Committee, State
Committee on Science and Technology, Centre of
Identification Systems RUE with the National Academy
of Science, Infopark Scientific and Technological
Association, Cash Registers, Computer Systems, and
Shop Fixtures and Fittings Association, Technics and
Communications CJSC.
The meeting was moderated by Mr Sergey Yenin,
Executive Director of Information Society Public
Association. He greeted the conference’s guests
and participants and gave the floor to Mr Vladimir
Koltovich, Minister of Trade of the Republic of Belarus.
“Innovations in trade are a complicated topic,” the
Minister noted, “but I believe our programme will be
of interest to you. We have provided for a number of
round tables and conferences dedicated to e-commerce,
as well as pressing issues, for instance, the forthcoming
denomination.”
Mr Edvard Matulis, Deputy Minister of Trade of the
Republic of Belarus, told about the directions of digital
transformation of wholesale and retail trade sector,
“Implementation of modern information technologies
in trade takes place even faster than in other economic
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spheres, it’s just that we are used to it. for instance,
the number of Internet stores has increased 2.2-fold
over the past 4 years and is still growing. The buyer
now can compare the prices for the goods on the
Internet, while formerly one had to go shopping for
that. The trade stimulates cashless transfers, organises
events and provides discounts to cashless payers. To
date, cashless transfers account for about 22.5% of
trade.”
Mr Evgeniy Lapshin, Director of BelCrystallService
LLC, made a presentation Cost Saving and Improving the
Trade Enterprise’s Efficiency through Implementation
of Innovative Solutions in a Sales Area. “Despite

Mr Evgeniy Lapshin
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Mr Anton Kirkorovsky

Mr Aleksander Gonchar

Mr Valeriy Virkovsky

Ms Ella Selitskaya
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the fact that e-commerce is very widespread today,
the traditional purchase system is developing, too,”
Mr Evgeniy Lapshin started his speech. “I’d like to
bring to your notice a novelty – self-attended cash
desks. The drawbacks of a modern traditional cash
register are that it takes a lot of place and needs a
trained operator who may fall ill, make a mistake or
walk out. With self-attended cash desks, the buyer
spends less time in lines, completely controls the
process, enjoys the privacy and receives good service,
as they serve themselves. The place formerly occupied
by a standard cash register block allows for installation
of three self-attended cash desks, this ensuring better
throughput capacity.”
Mr Anton Kirkorovsky, Project Manager of Luxsoft
Scientific and Technical Limited Liability Company,
presented technologies of the local trade system LS
Trade Fusion. “the system is developed considering
the international business standards; we use free Javatechnologies, including fully functional web-interface,
cloud technologies, and e-mail and SMS notifications.
Cross-platformity and security should be noted, as well.
In the present crisis conditions, only the enterprises
carefully building their trade model will reach
success. Technologies implementation is one of such
priority directions for developing a successful model,”
Mr Anton Kirkorovsky underlined.
Mr Aleksander Gonchar, Director of A2 Consulting
LLC, told how to find reserves within the company with
the help of business analytics, “Today decisions in the
world are taken in day, hour, second, not in a month.
Business is becoming increasingly more dynamic. The
Qlik system allows making data of any type accessible,
can optimise databases into one system where renewed
data can be viewed every day. Automatic decisionmaking is hundred times faster than merchandisers’
calculations. The system also shows provision of the
network’s stores with goods, analyses non-movers and
has many other options.”
Mr Valeriy Virkovsky, Director for Cooperation with
EU and Eastern Partnership Countries with the Infopark
Association, presented the national system of paperless
trade and told about its development in Belarus. “It is
a new way to perform international and national trade
transactions when all or some operations are carried
out online.” the speaker also explained how successful
can the system be on the example of the Korean
experience. “Should such system be developed in
Belarus, it will pay off in 2020,” Mr Valeriy Virkovsky
noted.
Ms Ella Selitskaya, Deputy Minister for Taxes and
Levies of the Republic of Belarus, made a presentation
“Electronic Invoice: An Obligatory Electronic Document
for All VAT Payers”. “Today the Ministry for Taxes and
Levies pays close attention to technologies in the tax
sphere.
We have e-declaration system implemented since 2009,
and to date, more than 81% of all registered taxpayers
use this system. We pursue two aims when creating
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programme complexes: operative control of taxes and
human factor minimisation. We also remember about
comfort. for instance, it will be possible to sign uniform
electronic bills in one click, and this will be considered
a valid electronic document,” Ms Ella Selitskaya
underlined.
Mr Sergey Tumel, Director of Modern Trade
Technologies LLC, made a presentation Electronic
Data Exchange – the Basis of the National System of
Paperless Trade. A table was presented demonstrating
what the national system of paperless trade may
contain, as well as the scheme reflecting the system’s
architecture.
Mr Denis Moroz, Director of Evroopt Web Shop CJSC,
told about the electronic document flow, “We were
growing intensively, so we had two huge flows of goods,
and this meant a lot of bills of lading. We cooperated with
Modern Trade Technologies LLC and shortly transferred
to electronic document flow. It is convenient: one doesn’t
have to keep a lot of papers, hand over unused forms, pay
fines in case of losses and mistakes. There is significant
economy of the expeditor’s time, as well as economy on
printers, paper, repairs, maintenance, and space. And
globally, it means concern over workplace environment
and the planet’s ecology.”
Mr Vladimir Poplavsky, Executive Director of Cash
Registers, Computer Systems, and Shop Fixtures and
Fittings Association, told about the peculiarities of performing the denomination: how cash registers would
be reequipped and which difficulties cashiers and buyers might face, “Should the buyer pay with old banknotes and the cash register be adapted for new currency, the cashier will have to recalculate everything
in order to give change correctly and get a receipt. On
the whole, difficulties with coins can be expected: they
will be run out of more often than banknotes, as the
latter would circulate both in old and new versions.”
the speech drew a massive response, the listeners lively
discussed the issues of denomination and introduction
of new currency.

Mr Sergey Tumel

Mr Denis Moroz

Mr Vladimir Poplavsky
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ROUND TABLE “REGULATING THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SECTOR
AND CREATING CONDITIONS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE
IN THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS”
The event was organised by the Ministry of
Communications and Informatisation and Belinfocom
Association.
The round table was conducted by Mr Andrey Na
reyko, Chairman of the Board of Belinfocom Association
of Information and Communication Technologies.

Among the event’s participants, there were the
representatives of the standing commission of the
House of Representatives of the National Assembly of
the Republic of Belarus, State Commission on Radio
Frequency with the Security Council of the Republic of
Belarus, Ministry of Communications and Informatisation
of the Republic of Belarus, Ministry of Information of
the Republic of Belarus, Operative and Analytical Centre
under the President of the Republic of Belarus, BelGIE RUE,
Beltelecom RUE, managers and members of Belinfocom
Association, Telecommunications Branch Association,
Infopark Scientific and Technological Association,
telecommunications operators and providers, branch
media and other concerned parties.
The main topics for discussion were as follows:
• Regulation of telecommunications branch within the
framework of implementation of the National Strategy
of Sustainable Social and Economic Development of
the Republic of Belarus and the Programme of Industrial Complex Development for the period up to 2020.

Ms Olga Fedoreeva

Mr Vladimir Basko
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Mr Dmitry Korzun
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• Discussion of the present stage of development
of the national information and communications
infrastructure in the Republic of Belarus, existing
problems, its further perspectives, exchange of
opinions.
• Enhancement of usage of stipulations of Order
No. 60 of the President of the Republic of Belarus On
Measures on Enhancement of Usage of the National
Segment of the Internet dated February 1, 2010.
• Conversion of the frequency range, acceleration of
assigning free radio frequency range for civil needs
with the aim to improve the efficiency of its use.
The round table participants discussed pressing issues
and actively took part in discussions.

ROUND TABLE “STATE AND PERSPECTIVES
OF INTERDEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS OPEN
GOVERNMENTAL DATA”
The round table was organised by the National Centre
of Electronic Services RUE.
The first part of the event was dedicated to development of information systems maintained by the
centre. The centre’s representatives Mr Sergey Rudnev, Mr Vladimir Basko, and Mr Pavel Kachan told
about the system of interdepartmental document flow
in state authorities, state management system of electronic digital signature public verification keys in the
Republic of Belarus, and all-state automated information system. These are basic information systems, on
the grounds of which development of effective electronic government is possible in our country. The listeners’ attention was focused on peculiarities in each
system’s development.
During the second part of the round table the issues of open governmental data were examined:
their definition, assignment, business perspectives.
The speakers were Mr Georgiy Trushko, Head of the
Division of Infrastructure and Informatisation Development of the Department of Informatisation with
the Ministry of Communications and Informatisation,

Mr Sergey Rudnev
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and Mr Yuriy Vasilevsky, Project Manager of Mobile
Guide LLC. The topic raised lively interest of the listeners and an active discussion about the search of
the golden mean in the volume of information called
“open data”, reasonable balance between easy accessibility of open data and safety of each user in this
connection.

Mr Pavel Kachan
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EMC COMPANY SEMINAR
“CONCEPTUAL SOLUTIONS ON HEALTHCARE AUTOMATION”
An American company EMC, the first-time participant
of the forum, organised a seminar for information
technologies professionals. Both cloud and traditional,
the so-called packaged, solutions were presented. These
solution could help the Belarusian doctors. Experts
discussed the possibility of implementation of EMC
solutions in Belarus with the seminar’s guests and who
could be the commissioner.
The event was conducted by Mr Aleksander
Tsimokha, System Engineer of the EMC Enterprise
Content Division. He told the listeners how cloud
technologies and a number of applications could
significantly facilitate doctors’ work. Thus, for instance,
patient’s medical histories can be stored in the cloud,
so that an automatic system could predict which
pathologies a patient is prone to and could help make a
decision in a critical situation. In future, even automatic
warning about an impending disease will be possible.
As the company’s employees assure, this is no fantasy.
Such systems are implemented with the help of EMC
products, for example, in Georgia.
Mr Michael Graetz, Vice-President of EMC company,
who presented the speech the Future of Modern
Healthcare and Mr Markas Zbarskis, Vice-President of
Vitex, who made a presentation Disease Prevention. The
Patient’s Involvement took part in the seminar.
After the speeches the experts examined the scenarios
“Cerebrovascular Accident in the Office” and “Work
at a Modern Clinic”. The experts explained how their
solutions may help both doctors and patients in difficult
situations.
The main range of the seminar’s issues was as follows: world trends in the health sphere; EMC solutions
in the health sphere; integrated platform uniting medical information from various systems; “out-of-the-box”
healthcare; patient involvement (patient-oriented medicine); possible approach to enhancing the efficiency of
healthcare in Belarus and the WHO area of responsibility.

Mr Aleksander Tsimokha

Mr Michael Graetz

Mr Markas Zbarskis

Mr Markas Zbarskis
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SERVICE IT PUE SEMINAR
“SAFE INTERNET WITH KERIO® CONTROL”

Mr Anton Tikhonov

The seminar focused on the way to protect the network
from viruses, malicious software and malicious actions
with the help of Kerio® Control. Mr Anton Tikhonov,
Technical Manager of the Kerio® company, was conducting
the seminar.
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The range of issues discussed was as follows: description
of work and adjustment of network firewall in Kerio®
Control; description of work and adjustment of intrusion
detection and prevention module in Kerio® Control;
description of work and adjustment of contents filtration,
including HTTPs filtration.
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OFFICIAL CHRONICLE
Mr Viktor Lukashenko, Assistant to the President of
the Republic of Belarus for National Security Affairs;
Mr Vsevolod Yanchevsky, Assistant to the President
of the Republic of Belarus; Mr Stanislav Zas, Deputy
State Secretary of the Security Council of the Republic
of Belarus; Mr Sergey Shpegun, Head of the Operative
and Analytical Centre under the President of the Republic
of Belarus; and Mr Igor Buzovsky, Deputy Head of the
Administration of the Republic of Belarus, visited the
exposition of the TIBO-2016 exhibition.
Mr Vsevolod Yanchevsky, Mr Viktor Lukashenko,
Mr Sergey Popkov

Mr Vsevolod Yanchevsky, Mr Viktor Lukashenko,
Mr Sergey Popkov

Mr Vladimir Karpovich, Mr Stanislav Zas

Mr Dmitriy Shedko, Mr Stanislav Zas,
Mr Sergey Turomsha

Mr Sergey Popkov, Mr Viktor Lukashenko,
Mr Vsevolod Yanchevsky

Mr Vsevolod Yanchevsky, Mr Viktor Lukashenko,
Mr Sergey Popkov

Mr Stanislav Zas
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Mr Sergey Shpegun, Mr Dmitriy Sidorovich

Mr Viktor Lukashenko

Mr Sergey Shpegun

Mr Grigoriy Bondarev, Mr Dmitriy Shedko,
Mr Igor Buzovsky

Mr Grigoriy Bondarev, Mr Dmitry Shedko,
Mr Igor Buzovsky, Mr Nikolay Yushkevich

Mr Igor Buzovsky

Mr Igor Buzovsky, Mr Dmitriy Shedko

Mr Igor Buzovsky, Mr Sergey Sivodedov
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SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL CONFERENCE “SMART LEARNING –
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN EDUCATION”

Mr Boris Nikulshin, Mr Nikolay Listopad

Mr Denis Ardabatsky

Mr Vladimir Bragin

Mr Aleksander Ageenko
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The conference was organised by the Ministry of
Education, Academy of Public Administration under the
Aegis of the President of the Republic of Belarus, and
Technics and Communications CJSC.
The event started with the welcome speech of
Mr Nikolay Listopad, Head of Chair of Radiotechnical
Devices of the Belarusian State University of Informatics
and Radioelectronics, “We have to use the world learning
experience considering our reality,” he noted.
Mr Denis Ardabatsky, representative of Oxagile CJSC,
made a presentation dedicated to the world trends in
Smart Learning. “Functional possibilities of education
management system include registration of students,
groups administration, curriculum and certification
system management, as well as management of students’
skills and competencies, reporting and analytics,
provision of learning material to students,” the speaker
explained.
Mr Vladimir Bragin, Head of the Direction of Cloud
Technologies in Education at Microsoft, told about
Microsoft’s complex proposal for the system of education.
“We should help all participants of the learning process
achieve their goal in the most efficient manner. Microsoft
company has concluded an agreement with Belarus and
I believe it will mean fruitful cooperation considering
the key priorities of both parties. We are constantly
developing: for instance, 80% of the largest world’s
corporations use Microsoft Cloud – cloud technologies,
and Skype today can translate oral speech online in 8
languages.”
Mr Aleksander Ageenko, Head of Division of the
Department for Development of applied software at IBA
IT Park, presented eUNI – a programme product for Smart
Learning, “As far as perspectives for 2016 are concerned,
we prioritise integration of the corporate version with the
“Talent Constructor”, development of eUNI as an open
platform for learning content and many other interesting
directions.” the speaker answered numerous questions
on sizes of files that can be uploaded into the system, on
the way electronic textbooks are stored, on the product’s
price.
Mr Vasiliy Bondarik, Dean of the Faculty of Continuous and Distance Learning of the Belarusian State
University of Informatics and Radioelectronics, made a
presentation on distance learning implemented in the
university, “Today there exist a lot of distance courses,
for instance, 8 leading higher educational establishments have united and created open online courses in
Russia. Distance learning in the Belarusian State University of Informatics and Radioelectronics was established
in 2001 and today one can study remotely and our
certificates are recognised by all dean’s offices of our
university.”
Mr Aleksander Bely, who represented the Institute
of Business and Technologies Management of the
Belarusian State University, told about the use of learning
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technologies in his higher educational establishment,
“We widely use the webiring system and constantly
use webinars, webinar mixes, not just as part of
distance learning, but rather as part of the education
environment. The education environment for teachers is
also implemented, for instance, information support and
constant professional development,” he underlined.
Mr Yuriy Cherniavsky and Mr Boris Novysh,
representatives of the Academy of Public Administration
under the Aegis of the President of the Republic of
Belarus, made a presentation the Method of Application
of Situation Modelling Learning Centres in the Educational
Process.
Their colleague Mr Leonid Gancharik told about innovative technologies and competence development of
senior executives.
Ms Marina Shibut, representative of the Academy
of Public Administration, shared the experience of implementation of distance learning technology into educational process, “We had an experience that I consider
very successful: students from the regions studied remotely for two years, then we selected the best of them
by the results of electronic exams and they finished their

education in the Academy on the full-time basis. We are
constantly developing such approaches now. Our system
of distance learning is active at all levels of educational
process: full-time education support, provision of materials in electronic form, intermediate and final computer
tests, as well as disciplines of choice and postgraduate
courses in the remote form. All this is supported by a
large number of electronic simulators and electronic methodical guidelines.”

SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL CONFERENCE
“ELECTRONIC CULTURE”
The conference was organised by the Ministry of
Culture of the Republic of Belarus.
Mr Aleksander Susha, Deputy Director on Scientific
Work and Publishing Activity of the National Library of
the Republic of Belarus, held a welcome speech. “This is
the fifth conference and I am glad that it has become a
tradition,” he noted.
Then the floor was given to Mr Sergey Botian, Senior Expert of the Division of Cultural Institutions and
Folk Art of the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of
Belarus, who stressed the event’s importance, “Active
promotion of information technologies is the priority
direction in the sphere of culture. This is especially
relevant considering the Year of Culture in Belarus.
Today the works are widely transferred into electronic form. Books, music, and movies – all this can be
found over the Internet. The government pays close
attention to this issue, as it realises the importance
of development of information technologies in the
sphere of culture.”
Mr Sergey Povalishev, Director of hoster.by, dwelled
on Cyrillic domains, “the peculiarity of the BEL domain
zone is that the site address can be entered in Cyrillic
characters. The BEL domain zone does not differ from
the BY domain zone – it is also indexed by search systems
and also belongs to our country. At the same time, the
BEL zone has a number of advantages: the names sound
less complicated, they are easier to remember, they are
recognised by elderly people. The BEL domain zone allows using Belarusian characters “i” and “ӯ”, so it is pos-
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sible to create the address in the native language.” the
speaker also explained how to register the address in the
BEL domain.
Mr Aleksander Susha made a presentation Database
and Portal of National Cultural Values outside the
Republic of Belarus. “Much Belarusian cultural heritage
is, unfortunately, outside the country. No systematic work
to account for it has been carried out so far. The idea to
create a consolidated resource on the cultural heritage
of Belarus and beyond has found its implementation
only in recent years. At that, the initiative came not from
cultural establishments, but mostly from the public and
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developed with the support of well-known persons.
This is how the viartanne register has been created. The
resource is completely ready and we are going to see in
online soon.”
Ms Lidia Maltseva, Director of Grodno Regional
Library Named after E.F. Karsky, told about Sovushka
interactive educational multicentre for children and
youth created at the premises of the children’s branch of
the library and opened in December, 2015.
Ms Elena Balykina, Senior Lecturer of the Chair of
Source Studies of the History Faculty of the Belarusian
State University, made a presentation Belarusian Architectural Jewels in Virtual Environment.
Mr Kirill Vislobokov, Director of Archive Information
Systems, noted the problems of complex informatisation
in Ukrainian libraries and archives, “We and Belarus are
facing, perhaps, similar problems – it is mostly lack of
financing and insufficient attention of the government to
the issues of archives and libraries.”
Ms Natalya Zdanevich, Projects Manager of the
Brest Fortress Development Foundation, and Mr Pavel
Korolev, Senior Scientific Researcher of the Department
of Scientific and Exposition Work of the State Literary

Museum of Yanka Kupala, dwelled on electronic culture
outside the capital.
Mr Pavel Korolev presented multimedia tools in the
new exposition of the Liauki Kupala Memorial Reserve.
He noted that the museum was among the first to start
using information means. “We have an information kiosk
where one can learn about the place’s history,” Mr Pa
vel Korolev noted, “we have virtual tours, educational
games and programmes. We have carried out the event
“Reading Kupala Together”: Kupala’s works are uploaded in electronic form in many languages, even in Chinese.”
Главный библиотекарь отдела обслуживания пользоваMr Andrey Beliatko, Deputy Manager of the Data
Processing Department of the National Library of the Republic of Belarus, presented the regional joint electronic
catalogues of Belarusian libraries.
Ms Zhanna Ryseva, Head of the Department of the
Librarian and Information Technologies of the National Library of the Republic of Belarus, told about the
steps of creation and development perspectives of the
national corporate information resource “Joint Electronic Catalogue of Belarusian Libraries”. “We have
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various filters for search according to a wide variety
of parameters,” Ms Zhanna Ryseva explained. She
also presented a scheme of joint electronic catalogue
formation.
Ms Tatyana Lychagina, Senior Librarian of Users
Service Department of the Presidential Library of
Belarus, talked about multimedia projects and made a
presentation “Digital History”.

Ms Irina Griadovkina, Head of Scientific Research Bibliography Department of the National Library of the Republic of Belarus, made a presentation “Electronic Information Resource of Belarusian National Bibliography”.
“As has already been noted, part of Belarusian heritage is
beyond its borders,” she explained. “Activity on revealing
the information on national documents outside the country is really painstaking work.”

CONFERENCE
“TRADE FORUM – INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN TRADE”.
SECTION SESSION
Within the framework of the section session of
the second conference day, three round tables were
conducted on the topics as follows:
• present state and development perspectives of
e-commerce in the Republic of Belarus. Products
certification and struggle against infringement
production;
• main issues of denomination and the ways to solve
them;
• electronic VAT invoice. Implementation procedure.
In the course of the round table dedicated to electronic
invoice, Mr Igor Skrinnikov, Head of the Chief
Administration of Organisations Taxation Methodology
of the Ministry for Taxes and Levies, dwelled on the
electronic invoice and its peculiarities, “This procedure
is used in the whole world and from July 1 we will
introduce this special VAT document in Belarus.
Considering the information technologies development,
we have decided that this document should exist also
in electronic form. 4 years ago a decision was made
to implement this mechanism in the territory of the
republic, but it was impossible to realise then. A road
map was drawn then with July 1, 2016 being the end
point.”
Mr Igor Skrinnikov explained how electronic invoice
implementation will influence the document flow in
Belarus, “Such an invoice is, first of all, an electronic
document and all requirements to it are connected with
the electronic part – the documents should be signed
with an electronic digital signature. Such a system will
give rise to development of electronic document flow on
the whole in Belarus.”
Ms Liudmila Lagutenko, Senior Expert of the Chief
Administration of Information Technologies of the Ministry for Taxes and Levies, noted, “To date, the system
works in the experimental mode and is constantly reworked. Electronic invoice consists of 6 sections and exists in xml electronic format.”
Mr Igor Skrinnikov also told about the problems, “We
understand the people’s concern, but tax administration
cannot adjust the law. All tax authorities will see business
entities in a very positive light. Problems are inevitable,
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but we have to solve them together to rework the system
in such a way as to eventually remove all old regulations
and leave only electronic invoices.”
The speakers answered all the listeners’ questions.
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BELARUSIAN-GERMAN FORUM
“INDUSTRY 4.0 – INNOVATIONS IN PRODUCTION SECTOR”

Mr Dmitriy Maliarov, Mr Andrey Kosovsky,
Mr Sergey Enin

Mr Dmitriy Shedko

Mr Gennadiy Svidersky

The representatives of Belarusian and German enterprises, heads of branch ministries and administrations met at the forum to discuss Belarus’s readiness
to transfer to industrial Internet and Internet of things,
production technologies of future, lean manufacturing, etc.
Among the most expected guests of the forum were
experts from the SAP company, IBA IT Park and Company for Industrial Park Development CJSC. The event
was organised by the State Committee for Science and
Technologies together with the Ministry of Industry and
the Ministry of Communications and Informatisation of
the Republic of Belarus.
Mr Dmitriy Shedko, First Deputy Minister of Communications and Informatisation of the Republic of
Belarus, greeted the forum’s participants, “We believe
that implementation of Industry 4.0 concept is one
of strategic tasks which should be considered by the
Belarusian government when discussing the issues of
transformation and restructuring our economy. Obviously, information and communication technologies
dictate absolutely new rules for all economic spheres,
including the industrial sector. Belarus has always
been proud of its machine-building enterprises and its
industry. We must preserve and enrich the potential
we inherited.”
The Ministry of Industry was presented by Mr Gennadiy Svidersky, First Deputy Minister. He noted, “I
would like the discussion to be a dialogue of experts
and representatives of our enterprises in order for the
“Factory of the Future” concept to become closer. As
far as the Ministry of Industry is concerned, we run
a system of co-financing of efficient projects within
the framework of state scientific and technical programmes.”
Then the participants were greeted by Mr Andrey
Kosovsky, First Deputy Chairman of the State Committee for Science and Technologies and the floor was given
to Mr Dmitriy Maliarov, Head of the Discreet Manufacturing Centre for Expertise.

Mr Boris Melenevsky
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Then the word was taken by SAP company experts.
Mr Boris Melenevsky, Architect of Business Decisions,
told about the concept of global changes of business
processes at machine-building enterprises. Mr Aleksey
Gavrilov, Business Decisions Sales Manager, noted the
challenges modern enterprises are facing and showed
on specific industrial examples how Industry 4.0
concept is realised. Mr Yuriy Krylov, representative of
SAP, and Mr Dmitriy Klebanov, Development Director
of VIST Group OJSC, continued and extended on such
examples.
The speech of Mr Sergey Stepanenko, Head of
PDM/PLM-Decisions Department of IBA IT Park, on
unpreparedness of Belarusian industry for innovations,
first of all, at the level of state standards, caused heated
discussion. Some listeners supported that statement,
while others opposed it.
Then Ms Darya Matskevich, Lead Specialist of the
Investors Service Sector of Company for Industrial Park
Development JCJSC, made a presentation of opportunities
of the Great Stone Industrial Park to realise innovative
production.
The forum ended with a discussion dedicated to the
strategy of digital transformation of the industrial sector
of the Republic of Belarus.

Mr Aleksey Gavrilov

Mr Yuriy Krylov

Mr Dmitriy Klebanov

Mr Sergey Stepanenko

Ms Darya Matskevich
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Mr Sergey Kilin, Mr Aleksander Shumilin, Mr Sergey Enin

ROUND TABLE
“SCIENCE 2.0 – DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT SECTOR”
The event was organised by the State Committee for
Science and Technologies, the Ministry of Education, the
National Academy of Science, the National Library, the
National Centre of Intellectual Property, the Belarusian
State University of Informatics and Radioelectronics, the
Academy of Public Administration under the Aegis of the
President of the Republic of Belarus, “Information Society”
Public Association, Technics and Communications CJSC.
The discussion was moderated by Mr Sergey Enin,
Executive Director of Information Society Public
Association.
The round table was opened by Mr Aleksander Shumilin, Chairman of the State Committee for Science and
Technologies. In his presentation Digital Transformation
of the Scientific and Technological Sector of the Republic
of Belarus the speaker outlined the priority directions of
innovations in Belarus. He touched upon such important
issues as transfer to electronic publications of scientific journals, development of the national repository of scientific
publications, implementation of international standards of
description and identification of digital objects.

Mr Aleksey Skalaban
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Mr Aleksander Shumilin announced the creation
of the Interdepartmental Data Processing Centre, the
Centre of Electronic Information Resources of Scientific
and Technical Institutions, the electronic publishing
centre and invited the listeners to share their opinions
on the necessity of such establishments in the country.
The speaker also dwelled on the problems of Belarusian
science on its way to innovations. Thus, Mr Aleksander
Shumilin noted that the Higher Attestation Commission
does not officially recognise electronic publications even
in the most renowned foreign periodicals.
The floor was then given to Mr Sergey Kilin, Deputy
Chairman of the Presidium of the National Academy
of Sciences of the Republic of Belarus, who suggested
creation of the national base of scientific works, possibly,
integrated into the Russian one, so that it would be
possible to introduce the citation index.
Mr Aleksey Skalaban, Director of the Scientific
Library of the Belarusian National Technical University,
made a presentation the Role of Libraries in Enhancing
the Quality of the University’s Journals. Within the

Mr Pavel Shutskoy
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framework of the round table the guests discussed the
applicability of copyright in transition to electronic
scientific publications.
Mr Pavel Shutskoy, Director for Work with Regional
Clients at Elsevier, made a presentation Modern Method
of Evaluation of the Results of Scientific Activity of Higher
Educational Establishments and Scientific and Research
Institutions. The speaker noted increased activity of
Belarusian higher educational establishments and supported
the idea of creation of the national scientific base.
Mr Viacheslav Brichkovsky, representative of
the National Library of the Republic of Belarus,

made a presentation Open Access and Information
Services in Scientific Communications System. He
demonstrated how open access influenced the scientific
communication.
Then a discussion took place which was joined by
Mr Tofig Babayev, Director of the Horizon 2020
programme in Azerbaijan. The main points of the discussion were as follows: priority directions of digital
transformation of scientific and development sector in
Belarus; organisational structure for ensuring the transformation of scientific and research sector in the Republic of Belarus.

BELARUSIAN CLOUD TECHNOLOGIES JLLC SEMINAR
“CLOUD TECHNOLOGIES IN BELARUS. PERSPECTIVES. OPPORTUNITIES.
DIGITAL ECONOMY”
The welcome speech was held by Mr Sergey Poblaguev,
Director General of Belarusian Cloud Technologies
JLLC. He presented the forecast of cloud technologies
development for the period up to 2019.
The discussion was moderated by Mr Denis Kotishevsky,
Deputy Director General for Information technologies of
the Belarusian Cloud Technologies company.

Mr Denis Kotishevsky

Mr Sergey Poblaguev
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The first speaker was Mr Dmitriy Snopok, Head of the
company’s Project Group. He compared the transfer of the
information system to a republican platform with moving
into a new flat, when there is a risk to lose something
important in the process. Mr Dmitriy Snopok noted
that for optimal planning and transfer risk evaluation the
information system audit was needed.
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Mr Anton Miakishev, Head of the Microsoft
Representative Office in Belarus, told about the first step
of creation a cloud on the republican platform. He noted
that Microsoft is one of the partners of the Belarusian
Cloud Technologies company and renders assistance
in creation the republican platform. He outlined the
services provided by the company and dwelled on united
communications service Lync – Skype for Business that
allows organising videoconferences, exchange instant
messages and many other options.
Mr Mikhail Duka, First Deputy Director General of
beCloud, explained the difference of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS
models and noted the benefits of SaaS as a complex
solution. He also demonstrated the road map of the
services development.
Mr Ilya Pankratov, representative of Softline, told
about audit performance at a higher level. He noted
that 72% of IT-costs referred to maintenance of existing
infrastructure and underlined that they could be
optimised. He also described typical problems faced by
the customers and explained how they could be avoided
due to using SAM – Software Asset Management.
Mr Pavel Dernovsky, Project Manager of Belarusian
Cloud Technologies, brought an example of a specific
information system which was being created this year –
“Invoices Accounting”. It was being developed for the
Ministry for Taxes and Levies. Mr Pavel Dernovsky
told how the system worked and outlined its benefits:
velocity, transfer to electronic document flow and cost
reduction, errors minimisation. He underlined that
electronic invoice is a basis for transition to electronic
financial flow.
Mr Artiom Geniev, representative of VMware, told
about a virtual cloud. The speaker noted that clouds
were used for realisation of electronic state services in
the whole world. Then he showed what his company
offered as far as cloud technologies architecture was
concerned and brought some finished Russian projects into example, among them “Information City”
and “National Cloud Platform of the Russian Federation”.
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Mr Artiom Makavchik, Business Analyst at Belarusian
Cloud Technologies, dwelled on electronic departmental
archives. He justified the relevance of the topic, told
about norms regulating that sphere and showed the
functional scheme of such a cloud.
Mr Aleksey Nechiporenko, representative of SAP CIS,
made a presentation “Flexibility of Cloud Solutions and
Leading Business in Real Time Conditions”. He noted that
about one third of the company’s clients already worked
in clouds. Then he dwelled on cloud solutions for business and presented several ready models.

Mr Pavel Dernovsky

Mr Artiom Geniev

Mr Artiom Makavchik

Mr Aleksey Nechiporenko
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EMC COMPANY SEMINAR “CONCEPTUAL SOLUTIONS
IN THE SPHERE OF CLOUD TECHNOLOGIES”
Mr Andrey Nikolaev, Head of Cloud Solutions Direction of EMC company, made a presentation. First
he noted that today all spheres were undergoing the
digital transformation stage. At that, modern business
required rapid IT reaction, often within several hours.
All that proved the relevance of the topic of cloud technologies.
The speaker underlined that with cloud approach
practically complete automation of processes took
place. That distinguishing feature is very important, as
statistics shows that up to 60% of failures are connected
with human factor rather than hardware failure with
traditional approach. Besides, time cost of IT operations
could be reduced.
How could a cloud be constructed? According to the
EMC representative, one needs independently situated
resources, self-service within the framework of corporate
rules, free choice of points of access, transparent financial
control, standard services and automated operation.
Mr Andrey Nikolaev also told about transformation
of applications and various platforms 1.0, 2.0, 2.5 and
3.0. He presented three basic solutions for cloud infrastructures construction, namely variants for external
and internal data centre on platform 2.0 and a cloud
on platform 3.0. In conclusion, the speaker told about
the products developed in cooperation with the partner
companies.

Mr Andrey Nikolaev

Mr Andrey Nikolaev

AXIS COMMUNICATIONS AB SEMINAR
“AXIS PRODUCT LINE:
NEWEST TECHNOLOGIES AND NOVELTIES”
Axis Communications AB is a Swedish company dealing
with production and sales of network cameras and
surveillance systems.
The seminar was held by Mr Aleksey Novak, Technical Support Engineer at AXIS, “A serious problem of
many recording devices is flare spots, for example, from
headlamps or reflections from snow. Our product allows
avoiding this. The next issue is vertical orientation. It is
often more convenient than the horizontal one which is
embracing useless space. for this, we have such a function as AXIS corridor format: useless parts of the image
are simply cut out. And if it is dark near the observation
point, then adaptive infrared lighting turns on, at that, a
person’s face is not spoiled.”
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“We also have electronic image stabilisation at
fixed cameras: because of the wind the image often
“jumps” and AXIS cameras allow avoiding this. If it is
dark far away from the camera and it is not possible to
illuminate the whole guarded zone, heat vision can be
turned on, which is possibly the best solution of this
problem.”
Mr Aleksey Novak showed demonstration videos reflecting the benefits of AXIS cameras. It was an interactive presentation: the speaker was in contact with the
audience, he answered the listeners’ questions. Besides,
the representative of AXIS told about the company’s
novelties.
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SERVICE IT PUE SEMINAR “KERIO® CONNECT –
MANAGEMENT OF SERVER AND PERSONAL SAFETY”
The event was held by Mr Anton Tikhonov,
Technical Manager at Kerio®. He told about the service’s
peculiarities and benefits, “Kerio® Connect is an e-mail
server, a platform for corporate communication. We pay
close attention to e-mail security, which is why we have
an antivirus programme checking the mail in our product.
The spam filtration system has numerous parameters and
is easy to adjust. Besides, synchronisation with other
mobile devices is provided for and there is an opportunity
of free synchronisation.”
The seminar’s participants were interested in the
service’s functionality, various details of security and
integration with other devices.
“The service contains personal and global calendars,
mailing lists,” Mr Anton Tikhonov explained. “It is a
corporate service providing everything the user needs.
Soon the voice and video communication will become
available. We maintain standard clients for mobile
devices. There are possibilities of routing configuration,
archiving, and server filtration. There are many scenarios
of using these possibilities.”
The speaker paid close attention to security, “One has
to be protected so that the server wouldn’t accidentally send out spam – it always lowers trust, even to good
companies.
The specialist should be confident that the data won’t
disappear and couldn’t be transferred to third parties.
Subscription is very useful in this connection, as we are
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constantly developing and renewing the security system
and timely react to all vulnerabilities and threats. As
far as common users are concerned, they can turn on
the protection against password matching and local
spoofing.”
The listeners were interested in the Kerio® service so
much that the speaker had to stay for another half an
hour to answer all questions. The most active participants
of the seminar received the company’s prizes.
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OFFICIAL CHRONICLE
Ms Natalya Zhamoytina, Deputy Minister of
Transport and Communications, and Ms Alla Bodak,
Deputy Minister of Justice, visited the exposition of the
TIBO-2013 exhibition.
Ms Natalya Zhamoytina noted the stands of
Beltelecom RUE and the ZTE company where one
could see new technologies connected with transport
development.
Ms Alla Bodak said, “In my opinion, the more there
are such exhibitions as TIBO, the better we will use the
newest achievements in our activity, the better both for
institutions themselves and the citizens. It will facilitate
the quality of life improvement and will be beneficial

for all sections of society. As far as justice is concerned, IT
technologies implementation is of vital importance to us.
We have a separate bar institution that uses all the recent
developments in its work. There is a special section at the
exhibition today dedicated to law, topical seminars are
held which is very important. Our representatives gladly
take part in the events. We are all for such activities and
their development. It is good for the society and the state.”
Mr Cui Qiming, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the People’s Republic of China in the Republic of Belarus, visited “TIBO-2016” exhibition and
paid close attention to the stands of the Chinese companies.

Mr Cui Qiming

Mr Cui Qiming

Ms Natalya Gordeenko, Ms Natalya Zhamoytina

Mr Sergey Turomsha, Ms Natalya Zhamoytina,
Ms Natalya Gordeenko

Ms Natalya Zhamoytina, Ms Natalya Gordeenko

Mr Elmir Velizade, Ms Natalya Gordeenko,
Mr Grigoriy Bondarev, Ms Alla Bodak
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CONFERENCE “TRADE FORUM – INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN TRADE”.
SECTION SESSION
The third day of the conference continued with the
section session presided by Mr Andrey Meshkov,
Deputy Head of the Administration of Trade and Services
Organisation of the Ministry of Trade. He noted the long
way Belarus had undergone as far as implementation
of new technologies was concerned, as well as the
country’s big plans for the future: creation of electronic
government, transfer to digital economy, electronic
document flow. The aim of the session was to find the
ways to unite domestic and foreign business for new
technologies promotion.
Mr Anton Kirkovsky, Projects Manager of Luxsoft
Scientific and Technical Limited Liability Company, told
about the background, the concept and advantages
of the new trade system LS Trade Fusion. The speaker
followed the transformation of three generations of
programme products and dwelled on the modern
system’s competitive advantages, among them the
experience of previous research, cross-platformity, threechain architecture, cloud technologies usage, etc. The
system provides for the possibility of free applications
connection.
Then Mr Oleg Bely, representative of the Hyppo
supermarkets network , made a presentation. He told
how the transition to LS Trade Fusion system was
realised and described the experience of cooperation
with the Luxsoft company. The speaker also remarked
that the network was preparing for denomination.
The topic of using the LS Trade Fusion system was
continued by Mr Pavel Kirkovsky, Leading Business
Analyst of Luxsoft Scientific and Technical Limited
Liability Company. He made an overview of the trade
system’s functions, dwelled on modules Procurement,
Sales,
Equipment
Management,
Accounting
Management. Transport. According to him, usage of the
system allows to optimise the store’s work.
Mr Dmitriy Dobrovolsky, Deputy Marketing Director of “Luxsoft” Scientific and Technical Limited Liability
Company, presented a mobile application for data acquisition terminal. He noted that in its creation both the
company’s own experience and experience of foreign
counterparts was used.
Luxsoft is the application’s developer, so it can quickly
respond to the customer’s requests and can adjust
the programme for specific devices. As Mr Dmitriy

Mr Anton Kirkovsky, Mr Andrey Meshkov,
Mr Vladimir Poplavskiy

Dobrovolsky noted, the terminal supports several
configurations of network settings.

CONFERENCE “DIGITAL BANKING: TECHNOLOGIES AND INNOVATIONS”
Within the framework of the conference the future of
the national financial market was discussed. The event
gathered more than 200 participants and included 3 sessions on 14 relevant topics. The conference was organised by the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus and
Infopark Association with the support of the Belarusian
Banks Association.
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“The National Bank tries to keep up with all trends
formed at the banking market and to approach
the issues of innovation regulation progressively,”
Mr Dmitriy Kalechits, Deputy Chairman of the Board
of the National Bank, remarked at the conference
opening. “We follow the principle that what is not
forbidden is allowed and would like such approach to
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be applied more widely when taking decisions in the
financial sphere.”
According to the expert, the transition to digital banking
is going to help reduce circulating funds, improve the
transparency of settlements. Digital technologies have
big and multi-facet future, the aspects of which depend
on aligned actions of all market participants.
Thus, in order to give an impulse to further development
of digital bank technologies in the Republic of Belarus, the
National Bank has developed and on December 1, 2015
the President of the Republic of Belarus signed Order
No. 478 On Development of Digital Bank Technologies,
the main point of which is the creation of the Interbank
Identification System.
This system will allow the banks’ clients to undergo the
identification procedure in person in one of the banks
of the Republic of Belarus once to enjoy remote service
in any Belarusian bank at any time regardless of their
location later on.
One of the important documents determining
the directions and target values of digital banking
development has become the Strategy of Digital
Bank Technologies Development for 2016 – 2020.
Mr Aleksander Sotnikov, Head of the Chief
Administration of Payment System and Digital
Technologies of the National Bank of the Republic of
Belarus, informed, “We have determined four key
directions of effort for the next five years and they
have been reflected in the strategy. They are creation of
interbank identification, API usage regulation, payment
ecosystem diversification and security.”
Thus, Belarus can soon see both new financial market
participants and new opportunities for digital financial
services development. Interbank identification system
will allow significant widening of the list of remote
financial services. API usage regulation will determine
the data the banks will be obliged to share by means
of open API. for instance, to date such data as currency
exchange rates, ATMs, branches, news, credits/deposits
calculation, etc. are discussed. This will create a field for
digital superstructure formation in the form of convenient
applications developed by external companies. Also,
conditions of payment API provision to the financial
market will be defined.
The
payment
ecosystem
diversification
is
planned to be implemented via stimulation of
development of micropayment systems on the basis
of mobile applications, P2P providers, crowdsourcing
organisations, organisations developing innovative
programme and technical solutions of the financial
services sphere.
Representatives of Belarusian IT companies and banks
spoke about real examples of financial market digital
transformation.
System Technologies JLLC presented its view of the bank
of the future model realised on the basis of open API.
Within the framework of this model the bank is creating
a financial platform and provides restricted access to it.
In their turn, highly technological companies can connect
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to it and act as intermediaries of financial services,
developing them on their own. Thus, the bank integrates
its information systems into one data source and obtains
a wider client base due to its partners’ effort which in
its turn brings profit from transactions performed by the
partners.
Alseda Consulting LLC showed a unified banking
application Banka, to which all cards from different
banks can be linked. To date, 6 banks are using the
application. Banka allows centralised management of
accounts in different banks and expenditure accounting.
Moreover, there is an opportunity to connect family
members to the system making it possible to manage
the family budget.
Commercial banks also presented their achievements.
Priorbank OSJC demonstrated its innovations: quick payments and transfers in one click, possibility to use Apple
Watch, identification via TouchID, voice biometrics in the
contact-centre. BelWEB OSJC claimed that in August it
would be possible to obtain a credit without visiting any
of the bank’s branches at all.
The blockchain technology was not left without
attention: the principle of the technology, its benefits
and dangers were examined, as well as the possibility of
case creation on its basis for bank community in Belarus.
Mr Alex Fork, founder of fintech-cluster Future Fintech,
and Mr Mikhail Chobanian, founder of the first bitcoinagency in the CIS KUNA, were the guest speakers on this
topic.
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The conference ended with a foresight session where
the lead experts of the companies looked forward to
the banks’ future trying to find answers how should a
bank look like in 2030 and whether it would be needed
at all, who should act as the driver of financial market
digital transformation and whether Belarusian users
needed that much digitalisation.
Mr Sergey Skabelkin, co-founder of the FinTech
Cluster in the Ukraine; Mr Mikhail Chobanian,
founder of bitcoin-agency KUNA; Ms Elena Antoni,
Deputy Chairman of the Board of Belgazprombank
OJSC; Mr Vadim Golovchits, Director of Cart-Centre
of Belinvestbank OJSC; Mr Denis Gulagin, CEO

and founder of SwipeFinance (SwipeBank Ukraine);
Mr Dmitriy Filimonov, Director of Alseda Consulting
LLC; Mr Sergey Kravchenko, Executive Director of
System Technologies JLLC; Mr Oleg Veremeychik,
Chairman of the Board of Non-Bank Credit and Financial
Organisation ERIP OJSC; and Mr Oleg Kondratenko,
representative of LVO, took part in the session’s
work.
As the participants of the foresight session noted,
the Belarusian banks have to carry on further digitalisation, have to move on and keep up with the time.
Banking certainly does have future and we are going
to see how banks will look like by 2030.

ROUND TABLE “ON IMPLEMENTATION OF ADDITIONAL SERVICES
IN DIGITAL TELEVISION NETWORKS AND BROADCASTING QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT”

Mr Viktor Zaitsev
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The event was organised by the Ministry of Communications and Informatisation.
From the Belarusian side, the round table was attended
by representatives of the Ministry of Communications
and Informatisation, the Ministry of Information, the
Ministry of Trade, the State Standard, Giprosviaz OJSC,
telecommunications inspection of BelGIE RUE, heads
and members of the board of the Telecommunications
Sector Union, telecommunications services operators
and providers and branch media. From the Kazakhstan
side, representatives of the national television centre
Kazmediacentre and national media were present.
Russia was presented by representatives of the
Ministry of Communications and Mass Media of the
Russian Federation, branch media and the State Fund
of Television and Radio Programmes of the Russian
Federation.
The round table was opened by Mr Viktor Zaitsev,
Head of Television, Radio and Broadcasting Sector of the
Ministry of Communications and Informatisation. He told
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about the development of television in Belarus and on
measures carried out to transfer to digital television by
2020. The speaker also touched upon implementation of
additional services.
Mr Pavel Malakhovsky, Director General of Lotos-TV
telecompany, answered the questions on improvement
of television image quality at the production stage and
on search of compromise between economic efficiency
and quality.
Mr Pavel Ozhiganov, Technical Director of the Russian Public Television company, told about television
content formation in HD format and on work in 16:9
mode. According to him, the start of 16:9 mode usage
is a transitional stage from SD to HD, and this is the way
the Russian television has undergone. He also showed
how transformation of 16:9 into 4:3 and vice versa takes
place. In the latter case 14:9 mode was found by means
of experiments; it allows to avoid massive quality losses.
In the end of his speech Mr Pavel Ozhiganov analysed
the development of broadcasting and cable television in
Russia.
The topic of the speech of Mr Boris Kuryshev,
Manager on Television Technologies and OTT of Dolby
CIS, was the achievements of modern technologies
in the sphere of sound. He briefly mentioned the

Mr Pavel Petrulevich
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company’s history and then presented the new format
Dolbi Atmos making it possible to leave channel
sound aside. Previously this technology was used
only in cinemas, but now it has become available for
broadcasters.
Mr Evgeniy Volkov, Technical Director of the State
Fund of Television and Radio Programmes, noted that
it would be good to end the round table with the presentation on the national archive, as it is an important
link in the content cycle of life. He gave an example
of two directions which the national archive might follow: either archive everything (including commercials,
weather broadcasts, etc.) in any quantity or pursue
selective archiving with the best possible quality. The
speaker also told about the cooperation with the Belarusian archive. The issue of the cost of maintenance of
such a storage was also touched upon. “I do not know
a single archive that brings profit,” Mr Evgeniy Volkov
said. According to his words, any archive is very costly
regardless of technologies used. In the end of his speech
he underlined the importance of standardisation of archive as a structure.
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SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL SEMINAR “EURASIAN OPEN MODEL
OF INFORMATION INTEGRATION. INSTRUMENTS AND METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACHES”

Mr Aleksander Khotko

Mr Igor Kanash

Mr Ruslan Sivakov
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The seminar was conducted under the aegis of the
Department of Information Technologies of the Eurasian
Economic Commission. Experts of the Eurasian Economic
Commission, representatives of authorised organs and
the business community of the Republic of Belarus,
including the leading IT companies’ experts, took part in
the seminar.
Within the framework of the seminar, pressing issues
of projects and implementation of intersectoral and
international information interaction with the use of
the integrated information system of the Eurasian
Economic Union were touched upon, the methodological
approaches to projects of information interaction on the
basis of integration models (data models, interaction
models) were disclosed, as well as practical aspects of
their usage were reviewed. Specialised information
resources of the Eurasian Economic Commission in the
direction reviewed were presented to the seminar’s
participants.
A series of presentations was opened by the welcome
speech of Mr Aleksander Khotko, Director of the
Department of Information Technologies with the
Eurasian Economic Commission, and Mr Igor Kanash,
representative of the Ministry of Communications and
Informatisation, who thanked the Eurasian Economic
Commission in the person of the Department of
Information Technologies for their attention to Belarus
and for annual conduction of training seminars.
Mr Aleksander Khotko made a presentation
Approaches to Digital Agenda Formation of the European
Economic Commission and quoted the Concept of
Formation of the CIS Information Space (1996) in that
solution of information interaction problems should go
ahead of every step in establishment of cooperation in any
sphere. The speaker also dwelled on the main problems
of intergovernmental and Business-to-Government (B2G)
information interaction.
Difficulties arising in usage of information systems at
a global level were determined by Mr Ruslan Sivakov,
Head of the CIT group of companies, expert of CEFACT UN.
His speech was dedicated to the topic Methodology and
Practice of Data and Process Models Usage in Designing of
Distributed Information Systems. International Standards
and Experience Within the framework of the Eurasian
Economic Union.
Within the first part of the seminar, Mr Aleksander
Lozin, Head of Division of the Department of Information Technologies, and Ms Polina Trofimova, Leading
Expert of the CIT group of companies, made their presentations.
In the second part of the seminar, Mr Viacheslav
Iniushkin, Leading Expert of the CIT group of companies,
made a presentation Practical Aspects of Data Structures
and Procedures Harmonisation in Implementation of
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General Processes Within the framework of the Eurasian
Economic Union.
Ms Polina Trofimova told about the requirements,
norms, methodology and perspectives of B2G interaction
harmonisation in her presentation Approaches of the
Eurasian Economic Commission to Regulation of B2G
Information Interaction Procedures.
The second part of the seminar was closed by
Mr Ruslan Sivakov’s speech Directions of Integration
Models Development for Digital Space Formation within
the Eurasian Economic Union.
The closing block of the seminar was dedicated to
information systems development and the technical
specialists involved. Ms Elena Lokosova, Projects
Manager of the CIT group of companies, Mr Viacheslav
Iniushkin and Mr Ruslan Sivakov made their
presentations.
Summarising the seminar’s results, Mr Aleksander
Khotko noted the importance of preemptive solution of
problems of information interaction in development of
integration processes in the Eurasian Economic Union.
He paid attention to priorities in formation of common
digital agenda of Eurasian Economic Union countries
determined by the leaders of its member states, to
solutions of which a separate direction on internal
markets, informatisation and information technologies
was dedicated within the framework of the Eurasian
Economic Commission activity; since February 2016 it
has been headed by the Collegium member Ms Karina
Minasian.

Ms Elena Lokosova
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SEMINAR BY EMC COMPANY “CONCEPTUAL AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS
FOR JURISPRUDENCE”
Mr Kirill Kochubey, expert of EMC company, noted
that the first task of eJustice is to join entities into one
information network and provide for their interaction. He
named the main trends of legal information management:
transparency, improved efficiency, management of large
and diverse data, establishment of rules for obtaining
information, and archiving. The participants of the
seminar noted that these factors are specific not only to
law but also many other areas.
Then, the company’s representative gave examples of
ready-made solutions provided by EMC company. He
told about how the system had been established in the
Ministries of Justice of Norway and SAR. The experts
described the innovation: “the files will never get missing.
We can control who worked on the case and who was the
last to use the fill.”
Another project, developed for John F. Kennedy Library,
deserves attention for its impressive scope. All Kennedy’s
archive was digitised: 8.4 million pages of personal documents, 40 million pages of documents related to his surrounding, 400 thousand photos, 9000 hours of audit and
1200 hours of video records.
Also, Mr Kirill Kochubey spoke about transfer of state
registers into the electronic format. He mentioned Spain

Mr Kirill Kochubey

as an example of the first European country that digitised
state registers for real estate and companies.
The second part of the seminar was dedicated to process transformations, namely centralisation and establishment of service provides.

SEMINAR BY CANON
“LARGE-FORMAT PRINTING”
In the course of the seminar, it was stressed that
each printing device by Canon means more than usual
standard functions (copying, scanning and printing).
The equipment has much wider functionality, including the devices intended for home usage. All these
solutions are accessible via the options menu, yet
many users simply ignore it. At the seminar, one paid
and three free-of-charge software products were presented.
One of the solutions allows for diagnostics of physical
condition of the device. It may help find errors in opera-

tions, check for the hub status. The management console
allows for operating the devices in a company. It may
also be referred to as the “status monitor”.
The expert told about the software for advanced users that allows for counting and control printing in a
company. Besides, the system allows for identification
of the user and grant special rights to him/her. It is installed not on every device and is intended for productive printing.
In the second part of the seminar, the Canon expert
told about the equipment already released this year and
the innovations that are about to enter the market.
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SEMINAR BY CANON “COPYING DEVICES CANON AND ULM
(UNIVERSAL LOGIN MANAGER)”
The representative of the company noted that Canon
offers the widest range of equipment in this segment.
All devices can be classified in accordance with their task
(from a simple drawing to photo quality printing) and the
number of copies. At the seminar, they spoke about the
solutions which are the most popular in the Belarusian
market.
At the beginning of the event, the speaker proposed to
answer a question about what plotter is the best one in
the world. Then, he promised to prove that Canon is the
best choice. Printing quality, cost-efficiency, productivity
and easiness of operation were named as the most
important criteria. The expert presented a model from
Image Prograf line. The device can print two A1 pages
per minute. The starting set includes 500 ml of ink, quite
a bargain. An interesting feature is the Bar Code function
that detects what paper is loaded.
The representative of Canon showed how that printer
could be turned into a multi-function large-format
device allowing printing, copying and scanning in A1
format. The two latter functions can be performed
simultaneously.
Then, various modifications were discussed. Canon
has a line of 44-inch devices, printers with two rolls and
large-capacity stackers. 8 models can be turned into MFP,
tailoring the device to one’s needs.

SEMINAR BY UPLINK NETWORKS LLC “PRE-TERMINATED SOLUTIONS
FOR FIBRAIN OPTICAL FIBRE SYSTEMS”
At the beginning of the event, the expert of Fibrain
told about the company which is one of the leading
producers and suppliers of optical fibre equipment in
Poland. European Union is the main sales market, but the
company also maintains a representative office in Mexico
where it continues to conquer new sales markets.
The representative of the company mentioned
peculiarities of sales in the CIS and presented several
new popular products. for example, a special solution
for multi-storey buildings to unite various types of
data transfer looks interesting. It may be convenient in

construction and provision of the Internet connection, TV
and telephony.
A solution for data centres was also offered. The speaker
noted that the cable needs to be as thin as possible,
allowing to accommodate many cords in one place.
Besides, the participants of the seminar saw specimen
of Fibrain cables. Trunk cables with MTP interface can
contain from 12 to 24 fibres. Now, the cable with 72
fibres is in development.
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OFFICIAL CHRONICLE
Ms Liliya Ananich, Minister of Information of the Republic of Belarus, had a tour around the TIBO-2016 exhibition.
The minister paid much attention to the National Stand
of Azerbaijan Republic, stands of the cable operator

MTIS JSC, mobile operator Velcom FE, national operator
Beltelecom RUE, postal service operator Belpochta RUE,
as well as the companies Belarusian Cloud Technologies
LLC, ZTE, and Huawei.

Ms Liliya Ananich

Mr Grigoriy Bondarev, Ms Liliya Ananich

Mr Grigoriy Bondarev, Ms Liliya Ananich

Mr Elmir Velizade, Mr Grigoriy Bondarev,
Ms Liliya Ananich

Mr Grigoriy Bondarev, Ms Liliya Ananich

Mr Grigoriy Bondarev, Ms Liliya Ananich
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PARTICIPANTS OF THE EXHIBITION
COLLECTIVE STANDS

MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATISATION
The collective stand of the Ministry of Communication
and Informatisation Digital transformation in the Republic of Belarus – status and prospects occupied the
central part of the TIBO-2016 exhibition. It hosted 15
public management authorities: the Ministry for Taxes
and Levies, Ministry of Health Care, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Public Facilities, Ministry of Architecture
and Construction, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, Ministry of Culture, Ministry of
Transport and Communication, Ministry of Justice, State
Border Committee, State Customs Committee, State Committee for Property, the National Bank, National Centre
of Electronic Services RUE, and Administration of HighTech Park SE.
The Ministry for Taxes and Levies presented Pro
Forma Invoice Accounting, an automated information
system (AIS) developed together with Belarusian Cloud
Technologies JLLC.
The Ministry of Health Care demonstrated Electronic Prescription and Telemedicine systems. The attention
of the forum participants was drawn to the specimen of
the electronic anatomic table which will make training of
doctors at medical universities easier and more cost-efficient.
The Ministry of Education also presented its resources, namely the systems of electronic cloud resources,
Multimedia school library, and others.
The Ministry of Public Facilities demonstrated Call
Centre of Public Facilities electronic system and My City
information portal.
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The Ministry of Architecture and Construction
presented the technology of establishment of the
Republican automated system for management of
investment and construction activity, developed together
with Belarusian Cloud Technologies JLLC, SoftLineBel LLC
and Novacom Group LLC.
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Divisions of the Ministry of Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection attracted the visitors’
attention with the presentation called Digital weather
forecast at the Meteorology Centre of the Republic of
Belarus cadastre of renewable energy sources, cadastre of
greenhouse gases, and others.
The Ministry of Culture showed a number of
electronic resources, among them the electronic
information resource of the national bibliography
of Belarus, and the aggregate electronic directory of
libraries of the country.
The Ministry of Transport and Communication
demonstrated the electronic board showing timetable, as
well as payment and information terminal for ticket sales.
The Ministry of Justice showed the web-portal of
the unified state register of legal entities and individual
entrepreneurs.
The State Border Committee presented the
automated system for operational and service activity of
the frontier guards service and information support to
citizens.
The State Customs Committee demonstrated the
national automated system of customs declarations
aimed at facilitation of transfer of cargo across the border
of the Republic of Belarus.
The State Committee for Property showed the
system of remote probing with the digital topographic
wide format aviation scanning sensor ADS100, and other
research results.
The National Bank presented the automated
information system of settlements for public facility
services and other services consumed by the population
(Settlement for Public Facility Services AIS) under the
Unified Payment and Information Area (ERIP).
National Centre of Electronic Service RUE
demonstrated the system of interdepartmental
documentation flow.
Administration of High-Tech Park SE showed Kipod
intellectual video monitoring system.
MINSK CITY
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
The collective stand of Minsk City Executive Committee was presented by a group of companies. One of them
is Minsk Television Information Networks JSC (MTIS),
the largest cable TV operator in Belarus. According to
Mr Yevgeniy Domostoy, Head of Marketing Communications, the company operates in several directions: cable TV, Internet connection, business services, and own
TV channel in the capital city.
The stand showed the mobile application of MTIS
for subscribers that allows for viewing the programme
schedule, requesting a reminder about the beginning
of the favourite TV series, or read news from the
operator.
As a cable operator, MTIS offers a package of 55
analogue TV programmes. The company is testing more
than 60 programmes in the digital format, including HD
quality.
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MTIS is also an Internet provider in Minsk and offers its
subscribers an access to the Internet using Metro Ethernet
and Euro Docsis technologies.
One more activity is Minsk TV channel. It is dedicated
to documentary movies and also shows own projects
produced together with the Ministry for Emergencies
and the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Art films are also
broadcast.
Optical Electronic Systems company, a resident
of Minsk city technological park, presented a new
technology for forgery protection. It is based on detection
of individual and unique features of each object. In the
course of the procedure the sheet is scanned, and its
micro relief is analysed. After encryption, the result
is transferred into storage. This is enough to protect
the object fully.
BSVT company, another resident of Minsk city technological park, implements projects for military and civil
sectors. At the stand, the experts told about the simulator
“Igla” for training anti-aircraft gunners. It can be used
both in the field and in a room. One more activity of the
company is development of gaming, educational and advertising mobile applications.
STATE COMMITTEE
FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
The collective stand of the State Committee for Science
and Technology was presented jointly by educational
establishments and scientific societies.
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Belarus-Russia University was one of the exhibitors
belonging to the educational sphere. It presented
information and advertising GPS monitors for public
transport.
At the stand of Belarusian National Technological University, the visitors’ attention was drawn to the 3D printer. According to Mr Aleksey Gavrilchik, Head of Experimental and Industrial Production Unit, the majority of
devices print with plastics, while there exists a model for
printing with chocolate. “Now we are moving to series
production of 3D printers, and we plan to produce up to
50 devices per month. It may be possible to supply Belarusian 3D printers to secondary and high schools. The
devices use components of domestic and foreign origin,”
said Aleksey Gavrilchik.
Belarusian State University showed original integrated
circuits. for example, ADB-32 v.6.1, a 32-channel amplifier-discriminator module, was supplied under the
contract to the United Institute for Nuclear Research. It
is planned to be used in experiments with U-70 proton accelerator at the Institute of High Energy Physics in
Moscow Region.
The United Institute of Informatics Problems under
the National Academy of Science of Belarus presented
a range of promising developments in IT and robotics.
The Institute has developed supercomputer technologies
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of modelling thermodynamical and dynamical processes
including those in cylinders of promising diesel engines,
intended for calculation of parameters of piston-cylinder
unit. The robotics sector has accomplished work on
creation of innovative training robotic constructors.
Mobile robots and information on accompanying
services for their maintenance were presented at the
stand. The Institute has developed and introduced
integrated information systems and technologies tailored
to the specific nature of domestic enterprises covering
their inside and outside activities, providing for release
of new types of high-tech products, improvement of
competitiveness and technical and economic indicators
of the companies’ activities.
The SKIF-NEDRA programme is also in progress,
entailing research and development of highly productive
information and computer technologies for increase and
efficient use of resource potential of hydrocarbons.
The stand also presented the technology of using remote probing of earth for agricultural purposes developed under SG Monitoring programme.
STAND OF SUPPLIERS
OF INNOVATION SOLUTIONS IN TRADING
At the Trade Forum-2016 exposition, there was
exhibited a wholesale (exposition of Belarusian
Universal Commodity Exchange) and retail trading
chain (Modern Store was presented by a collective
stand of companies supplying equipment and solutions
for modern stores).
The exhibition demonstrated how a contemporary
store should look like: it should have self-attended cash
desks, and the products should bear RFID marks which,
when scanned with a smartphone, would give full information about the product including the producer and
date of delivery to the store.
The equipment for a sales floor (Front Office) was
presented by BelCrystalService LLC. The company
demonstrated innovative hardware and software for
sales area automation: Set Retail 10 cash desk server,
management of discount and loyalty programmes, a
system for cash operations control Set Prisma, POS systems
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and self-attended cash desks, weighing equipment,
information terminals and anti-theft systems.
Back office solutions were presented by LuxeSoft ST
LLC and A2 Consulting LLC. LuxeSoft company displayed
a contemporary concept of arrangement of the trading
system on the example of its own project LS Trade Fusion.
This is a centralised solution for automation of retail and
wholesale trade supporting international business standards. The system was developed on the basis of modern
open (free) Java technologies. A fully functional web-interface is supported, i.e. The trading system can be operated via web-browsers on the Internet. Moreover, there
is a possibility to use cloud technologies. The system can
be cross-platform with the popular operation systems
(Windows, Linux) and DBMS (PostgreSQL, Oracle, MS
SQL Server). It is a scalable solution allowing increase of
application server clusters and databases in case of sharp
growth of the number of users and database volume. The
ownership costs are low, which is attributed to freeware
development technologies and three-level system architecture. The trading system has already been installed
at different trading and service companies (Mothercare,
Hyppo, Vitalur, Tabac UE, National Library of Belarus,
and others).
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A2 Consulting company offered the services of Ohe.
WMS warehouse management system, Qlik View and
Qlik Sense business analysis systems, and GoodStream
solutions to manage the commodity and accompanying
information flows.
NTS ALC demonstrated SCOUT Glonass/GPS for satellite
control and effective analysis and management of
transport, and the taximeter GEOMER-122 intended for
calculation of the trip cost with regard to drive dynamics,
trip cost registration and issuance of printed payment
documents, cash or cashless payment options, and
programmable monetary unit (roubles, kopecks). Use of
such equipment will optimise sales and reduce consumer
waiting time in many spheres of activity.
The wholesale trade chain was represented at the exhibition by Belarusian Universal Commodity Exchange,
informing about innovation software and technical developments in electronic and exchange trading, including
the electronic trading platform for industrial and consumer goods.
INFOBALT ASSOCIATION
OF ICT SECTOR OF LITHUANIA
Infobalt association was founded in 1994. It represents
the sector of information and communication technologies
of Lithuania. Infobalt unites 130 Lithuanian enterprises
and educational establishments employing about 10,000
people. Experts of the association told that this year they
brought more robots to the exhibition. A robot operated
with the power of thought drew much attention. Any
visitor of the exhibition had a chance to try and move it
with their own will.
Besides, the stand showed the model necessary for programming other robots.
It uses 8 programming languages. The humanoid educational platform also aroused interest. Children could
study the internal structure of the robot by assembling
and disassembling it. The experts stressed that working
with children is an important and necessary activity. They
also said that they would be glad to find partners at the
exhibition.
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Besides, the stand presented technological companies
ULTRA, SINAM, BestComp Group. Three operators of
communication services in Azerbaijan took part in the
exhibition: Bakcell, Nar Mobile, and Azertelecom.
As it was told at the stand, today Azerbaijan pays much
attention to development of electronic government. This
issue is topical in Belarus as well. The objectives in some
other directions of activity also coincide. It is not the first
time when these companies participate in the TIBO exhibition, therefore some agreements with Belarusian partners may be possible.

NATIONAL STAND
OF AZERBAIJAN REPUBLIC
Within the framework of the TIBO-2016 forum, the
participants from Azerbaijan represented the High-Tech
Park under the Ministry of Communication and High
Technologies of the country.
According to the lead expert of the planning and control unit, it plays an important role in development of
information and communication technologies and ecosystem start-up.

THEMATIC AREA: TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND CONNECTIVITY
BELHUAWEITECHNOLOGIES LLC
Huawei company is an international leader in the
sphere of information, communication and technological solutions, following the professional motto “Enriching life through communication.” Following the principles of client-focused innovations and open partner
relations, the company created the package of full-cycle
information and communication solutions, providing the
clients with competitive advantages in the area of communication and corporate networks, devices and cloud
computing.
According to the exhibitors, the stand of
BelHuaweiTechnologies LLC was the most interesting
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Earlier, Huawei did not produce notebooks, but this
year the company surprised people with Matebook,
a transformer notebook easily turned into a tablet.
Matebook runs the operation system Windows 10.
NOKIA SOLUTIONS AND NETWORKS LLC
Nokia company is the world leader in communications
for people and devices. Using the innovation potential
of Bell Labs and Nokia Technologies, the company
occupies the leading positions in creation and
licensing technologies for the world united through
communications.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, Nokia demonstrated
how introduction of technological innovations opens
new business opportunities and sources of income for
operators, bringing closer the Internet of things era and
making 5G networks a commercial reality.
The experts of the company presented information
on contemporary trends in IP development, cloud
technologies, and virtualisation of network functions. The
stand of Nokia demonstrated the following technologies
and platforms:
• 5G development solutions;
• technologies for introduction of IoT innovation
• business models;
• new basic stations ready for shifting to 5G;
• range of services of optimal and efficient deployment
of small cells for outer installation and multi-level
networks;

stand from the point of design, presented products and
organisation for the second consecutive year. A product
coach Mr Oleg Shimansky noted the innovation of
2016 – Huawei Mate 8 smartphone, which is one of the
most powerful smartphones in the world. The device has
a strong battery keeping charge for more than two days.
It is equipped with the system of three microphones
allowing separation of audio tracks after recording, and
professional photo shooting mode.
The stand also showed smart Huawei Watch. The company demonstrated the model for men in the previous
year, now there appeared models for ladies. Some of the
models are decorated with Swarovski crystals.
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• LTE-Advanced technologies with aggregation of three
carriers;
• Unique method to increase Wi-Fi networks
throughput;
• New solutions for deployment and guarantee
of quality of services, provision of security, and
management of networks on the basis of cloud NFV/
SDN technologies;
• Network management automation tools based on
modular Eden-NET SON solutions, etc.
Special attention was drawn to two robots balancing the
ball. In that way the experts of the company explained
the advantages of 5G. Besides, the stand allowed studying the system of network quality monitoring. It makes
possible to predict problems and examine the existing
ones. Thus, the system is able to improve the quality of
technical support of subscribers. The operator does not
need to ask many questions to understand the problem:
he/she can obtain data from the monitoring system directly. The experts of the company also shared information about the unique method to increase Wi-Fi network
throughput.
BELPOCHTA RUE
Belpochta RUE has a unique infrastructure and the
only entity providing access to services and information
for citizens and companies in all settlements of Belarus.
Belpochta accepts and delivers written correspondence,
parcels, money transfers, pensions and grants, printed
mass media to addressees. Postal offices provide such
services as acceptance of payments, banking and
insurance services, sale of consumer goods. In the
postal office one can make copies, send orders from the
catalogue of goods of Belarusian origin, and send direct
mail advertisements.
Also, Belpochta provides a range of new services such as
paid evening delivery under Comfort product line, service
of addressless mailing of advertising and information
materials Local Mailing, the Internet shop of Belarusian
goods Shop.belpost.by, Holiday Congratulations Internet
Service.
Ms Elena Yaremchuk, Head of Information
Technologies Development Unit of Belpochta, speaks
about peculiarities of operation, “Our client can save
time and send mail with a self-attended terminal, without
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participation of the operator. This terminal is equipped
with scales, service rater and a storage for keeping postal
items. The payment and information terminal can accept
payments for communal services, postal services, receive
information on postal offices, and customs authorities.
Besides, using the automatic copier, clients may scan and
copy documents from a flash drive, print an application
for search of the mail delivery, etc. Today the website offers a wide range of services for individuals and
legal entities. Using their accounts, the clients may track
delivery, order a courier, subscribe for printed media,
without leaving home.”
BELARUSIAN CLOUD TECHNOLOGIES LLC
Belarusian Cloud Technologies company provides
services in the area of electric communications in
B2B sector. In the telecommunication market, the first
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one is busonline, provision of Wi-Fi in public transport
and traffic control of public transport via LTE network.
Also, there is an access to the republican platform acting on the basis of cloud technologies. We demonstrate
opportunities of the new version of LTE technology, socalled “generation 4.5”, which allows data transfer at
the rate up to 1 Gbit per second.

infrastructure operator in Belarus is represented by
beCloud brand. Its activity lies in the area of design,
construction, installation and operation of data
communication networks for the Unified republican
data communication network, the Republican data
processing centre, and the unified network LTE.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, the company demonstrated cloud products and solutions as well as unique
opportunities of the 4th generation speed technology –
LTE Advanced.
At the end of December 2015, beCloud launched
LTE Advanced network into commercial operation in
Minsk. At TIBO-2016, the operator showed new services
and possibilities of the technology which will become
available in the near future both to Minsk citizens and
dwellers of regional cities and other towns.
Besides, the representatives of the company spoke
about their new project – the republican cloud platform,
which main objective is provision of access for the
customers to modern public, private and hybrid cloud
solutions.
Mr Aleksey Bozhko, head of technical development
unit of the company, presented the company’s activities,
“We promote several solutions. The first one is litra, a
professional mobile radio communication based on LTE
network. It may be useful for law enforcement authorities, emergency services, corporate sector. The second
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MOBILE TELESYSTEMS JLLC
MTS company is the largest mobile operator of the
country by the number of subscribers. In 2015, the
subscriber base of the company consisted of 5.351
million users. The company continues to build base
stations: their increase for the year made 495, 308 of
which are 3G ones. The operator extends coverage of
fixed network in Minsk and regional cities providing highspeed wire Internet connection using Ethernet technology
for mass and business segments. In 2015, MTS was the
first mobile operator in Belarus to provide access to LTE
technology to its subscribers.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, MTS demonstrated new
technological solutions in finance, education, security,
cinema and television. At its stand, the company showed
real examples of how virtualisation changes the life of
modern people. The operator demonstrated new and updated services making usual processes more convenient,
effective and secure.
“This year we are devoted to virtualisation,” said
Ms Elena Tereschenko, Head of Division at MTS,
“when all things surrounding us are transferred from
physical into virtual form. And we provide electronic
virtual services. for instance, MTS TV is an absolutely
new approach to television which is broadcast online and
has many interactive features. We analyse what channels
are popular among our users, and the list of channels
is adjusted accordingly: the most popular channels will
always be “at hand”. We have multiscreen function,
when you watch video on one device and can switch
onto another device by pressing a button. Rewinding is
also possible; today it is not the people who follow the
TV schedule but vice versa.
Another trend is online education. Last year we
presented the project of the mobile application Dzennik.
Today it is a fully operational product. It is not just an
electronic school record book, one can see home task
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electronically, marks in dynamics, and ask the teacher a
question in the real-time mode. We also launch services
to facilitate studying foreign languages,” noted Elena
Tereschenko.
VELCOM UE
Velcom company provides mobile communication
services all over the territory of Belarus based on GSM
(GPRS, EDGE), UMTS (HSDPA, HSUPA), Dual-Carrier HSDPA technologies, as well as fixed Internet on the basis
of own optical fibre network. In February, 2016, Velcom
was the first company to launch UMTS-900.
By the end of 2016, 3G coverage will have doubled,
from 46.3% to 97% of the country’s territory.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, the stand of Velcom
looked like a trade mall. In the cosy atmosphere

close to natural conditions, the users could see and
test 10 high-tech solutions proposed by the company
for daily life and work. At the exhibition, Velcom WiFi service granting Internet access at more than 500
locations of the country, the first in Belarus operated
musical service Zvooq, and widely known service
voka in the principally new format were presented
to a broad audience. Among business innovations
is the Coordinator service allowing optimisation
of movement of employees and vehicles, and the
electronic digital signature – legally valid signature on
Velcom SIM-card.
The representative of the company told, “the company has a new application – V-BANKING. It can be
used from a mobile phone. A great advantage is that it
allows making money transfers between different payment systems, for instance, between MasterCard and
Visa. The application works now with international payment system only, and we are developing the option
of BelCard. The application may be downloaded from
Play market. To use it, the phone number and the card
should be tied to the application. Even several banking
cards can be tied. Then, money transfers will be possible between own cards and to people who use this
application.”
Mr Arthur Zagorovsky, Programmer Engineer of the
Company, explained how the application would develop,
“in comparison with the previous year, we launched the
application on iOS. We also expect it to run on Windows
Phone soon. No exact date is available today, but it is
planned for this year.”
BEST CJSC
life:) is a young and dynamically growing mobile
operator working in Belarus since 2008 and having 1.5
million subscribers. Today, the product portfolio of this
mobile operator is one of the largest ones in the mobile
communication market of Belarus. During the years of
its work, the operator launched 33 voice call plans, 52
Internet plans, established cooperation with 258 roaming
partners in 142 countries, and opened 150 exclusive
points of sale and service.
Mr Aleksey Golub, Head of Marketing Promotion
Unit, spoke about innovations presented by the company at the TIBO-2016 exhibition, “life:) operator presents
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the innovative messenger BiP, and we invite everybody to
download and try it. BiP can be used by any subscriber
regardless of the operator, while for life:) subscribers the
traffic is free, i.e. The messenger can be used with any fee
plan without thinking about traffic consumption. Even if
you are not connected to a paid Internet package, you
can use the messenger.”
BiP comprises the best functionality and unique opportunities of communication: secret chat, Buzz option
(making the friend’s smartphone vibrate when you want
it), stickers. Soon, the possibility to create own mems will
appear. BiP has already been nominated for the prize to
the best OTT service and attracted attention of the participants of World Mobile Congress in Barcelona. It was
downloaded more than 6 million times in almost 200
countries of the world.
COSMOS TV JLLC
COSMOS TV company has been successfully
operating in the market of telecommunication services
since 1993. The cable network covers many districts
of the city. In 2009, the company introduced digital
television and became the first operator to offer high
definition TV.

The potential of the cable network allows providing the
subscriber not only with high quality of transmission of
TV programmes but also high-speed Internet connection
with EuroDOCSIS and Ethernet standards. COSMOS TV
subscribers can also connect to the Internet via a Wi-Fi
router. Currently, the company offers more than 125
cable digital TV channels, 49 analogue TV channels
(some of them are accompanied with stereo sound), 73
on-air and cable digital TV channels, 28 regional package
channels, 16 high definition television (HDTV) channels,
as well as high-speed Internet connection with a wide
line of unlimited service plans.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, each visitor of the
company’s stand could plunge into the world of high
quality television, see equipment and technologies
of TV channel transmission and Internet access. The
visitors were able to learn the opportunities of digital
TV including HDTV, and appreciate quality of the
services offered. New services of the company for
individuals and legal entities were presented including
interactive OTT television and video surveillance. The
company showed equipment for connection of digital
interactive television. CAM-module (Conditional
Access Module) was shown as a compact solution for
owners of modern TV sets with the option of watching
HD channels.
“COSMOS TV Mediacentre works as IP television,” said
Ms Marina Mozolevskaya, Customer Service Manager.
“in connects via Wi-Fi or network cable to the TV set and
shows TV channels on the TV set via the Internet. Video
surveillance system can also be operating. The Internet
access speed increased, including up to 200 Mbit/sec at
night. We can run a speed test if necessary.”
CIFRA LLC
Cifra company is a Russian software integrator and
developer specialising in creation and introduction of
new technologies in the area of digital television, content
protection, multimedia services and applications, “turnkey” organisation of digital transmission.
Being the rightholder of CAS DRECrypt conditional
access system, the company occupies leading positions
in the market of TV content management systems and
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protection from unauthorised access. The system enjoys
popularity among satellite, air and cable operators,
and currently is used to serve more than 15 million
subscribers in Russia and abroad. CAS DRECrypt was
audited by Farncombe Technology Ltd company and
was recommended for provision of digital TV services
including premium content.
Cifra company presented new models of receiving
equipment and services for paid TV operators at the
TIBO-2016 exhibition. The model of cable HD receiver
with DRECrypt HD 8911 integrated system of conditional access in a plastic body is intended for hidden
installation at the back of flat TV sets and has the smallest dimensions for adapters of this kind. HD 8921 in a
metal body is a classic small-sized STB placed in front
of the TV set. Another innovation is the universal IP/
OTT STB with the media player function for horizontal
market.
Another important activity of the company covered in
the course of the exhibition is introduction and technical
support of multimedia platform including value-added
services: Mobileapps, Multiscreen, EPG, DMS, INFOCAS,
and others. These solutions increase profit of the operator and meet contemporary demands of the subscribers. The new EPG (electronic TV guide DREGuide) is a
software product offering the users electronic programme
schedule and the minimum requirement for competitive
broadcasting.
Mr Roman Khlopov, Head of Technical Development
Division, told about the equipment presented by the
company at TIBO-2016, “We participate in the exhibition
for the first time – which is an important event for us as
such – and we are presenting new receiving equipment.
The company presents the receiver of Russian origin in
the most compact body to view digital TV. We already
have clients in Belarus who use our encoding system. We
demonstrate the equipment for them and for our potential customers”.

training centre. Since 2015, the company has had the
GOLD Partner status.
It was mentioned at the stand of Friendly LLC that Motorola Solutions company has always been a leader in
innovations, and new developments often come from
it, which is a great competitive advantages of Motorola
Solutions.
Within the framework of the TIBO-2016 exhibition,
modern radio communication devices and systems were
presented. Basic station of digital radio communication
SDTR FriendlyNet firmware was announced, which is
a complex scalable solution for establishment of DMR
standard digital radio communication systems produced
by the company. SDTR FriendlyNet firmware is compatible
with all system solutions of Motorola Solutions and
corresponds to ETSI DMR standards including TIER III.
Besides, the company announced a digital trunking
system of the new generation, which is Capacity Max.
This solution increases the capacity and expands the
system, improves productivity and stability, control and
management. Capacity Max corresponds to TIER III
protocol of DMR standard.
The visitors had a chance to see the updated range
of digital radio stations MOTOTRBO with improved
functionality including integrated Wi-Fi, Bluetooth® 4.0,
vibro call function, etc., TLKR T92 license-free radio

FRIENDLY LLC
Friendly LLC is an authorised partner and licensed
developer of Motorola Solutions in the Republic of
Belarus, it runs a service centre and an authorised
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station corresponding to IP67 standard. There were
also shown on-air programming, wireless analysis of
accumulator batteries, MOTOTRBO conventional and
trunking systems and firmware.
The experts of Friendly LLC noted that all law
enforcement agencies of Belarus use their solutions. The
equipment of the company works at banks, hospitals,
railroad stations, and airports.
UPLINK NETWORKS LLC
The company Uplink Networks offers a wide range of
products for telecommunications and electric appliances.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, the visitors of the
company’s stand could see telecommunication and
electric equipment, as well as the new product of the
company – preterminated optics.
Uplink Networks LLC, together with Fibrain company, offers a preterminated system based on 12(24)-fibre
Fibrain МРО/MTP type connector. The 12 MPO system
provides for modern and cost-efficient transfer from 10
Gigabit Ethernet (10 GbE) to 40 and 100 GbE. Today, a
wide portfolio of Fibrain supports density and flexibility
of optical fibre necessary to achieve higher speed in future.
The new line of preterminated optical fibre products of
Fibrain for high-density assemblies includes the following
main components:
• preterminated cassettes;
• panels for assembly of preterminated cassettes;
• MPO line cable connectors;
• MPO patch cords;
• X-type connecting cables;
• connectors;
• pigtails (SC, LC, LCdx, FC),
• welding joint protection;
• optical fibre mounts;
• rack optical crosses;
• wall optical crosses;
• equipment for storage of cable stock;
• optical patch cords (connectors SC, LC, LCdx, FC,
changers),
• tool for cleaning optical cables and cassettes.
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Preterminated optics by Fibrain is the near future
of optical fibre networks, drastically reducing costs
and the rate of errors and lead time to launch data
processing centres. In accordance with recent survey,
IEEE 802.3ba standard describing two new speeds –
40 and 100 Gbit/sec, will be applied in 98% of data
processing and storage centres during the upcoming
five years.
SVYAZINVEST JSC
Svyazinvest JSC is the largest developer, producer and
integrator in the Republic of Belarus in the sphere of telecommunications, electric power supply, security and
guard systems, energy, LED street and industrial lighting, devices (systems) of military and double purposes,
design of networks and sites (communication, security,
power supply), construction and assembly, adjustment
and commissioning, repair of telecommunication and
electric supply equipment.
Being a permanent participant of the exhibition,
Svyazinvest JSC presented the new line of uninterrupted power supply units and accumulator batteries under own brand called EnerS. The brand comprises all
a range of accumulators and UPS by power, form and
production technologies applied in telecommunications
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in Belarus. Also, SI300 digital telecommunication system was presented, it was produced by ISKRATEL, a
Slovenian partner company, which will support operation of controlling supervisors at several sites of Belarusian power plant being under construction. SI3000
supports implementation of the full range of Triple Play
services (speech, data, video) by means of reliable and
cost-efficient transfer to the next generation network
architecture (NGN). Key advantages of the system are
convergence of fixed and mobile networks, scalable architecture, vast opportunities of centralised and local
management of all system components, openness and
standardised interfaces.
SELECT TELECOM LLC
Select Telecom LLC is a distributor of telecommunication and IT equipment in the market of the Republic of
Belarus. The company is an official supplier of ELTEX,
QTECH, DINSTAR, DEPO, Polygon.

At the exhibition, Select Telecom LLC presented such
innovations as ELTEX service routers (ESR series); NV501-Wac IPTV adapter with 5GHz Wi-Fi (OS Android);
RG-34 Wi-Fi routers (11ac; 2,4 and 5 GHz ranges simultaneously), MES2124F optical access switches (24
optical gigabit ports), WEP-2 low-cost access point (operating in 2.4 and 5 GHz mode), popular models of
Ethernet switches, GSM/FXO/FXS/E1 VoIP gateways, SIP
phones.

electric meters, data about temperature, water consumption. Today, it is hard to imagine the “smart home”
without these technologies. The system allows quick accounting and analysing the data, making the processes
more effective.
VERLION CJSC
Verlion CJSC has been supplying network and server
equipment and hardware into Belarus since 2012. The

SAF BESPROVODNYE KOMMUNIKATSII FLLC
SAF BESPROVODNYE KOMMUNIKATSII Foreign
Limited Liability Company (FLLC) is a representative
office of SAF Technics JSC, a developer and producer
of telecommunication and wireless data transfer
equipment. The company’s products are used by mobile
operators, data transfer service providers (Internet,
telecommunications etc.), and public and private
companies as an alternative to cable channels.
The experts of the company told about the systems
that are already in series production and used to read
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company is an official partner of Dell, Cisco, ZyXel, APC,
IEK, ITK, Lexmark, VMware and Microsoft, and aims at
long-term cooperation.
Verlion CJSC hosts the official service centre of Dell,
carrying out warranty and after-warranty maintenance of
the equipment.
The main products to be supplied are:
• servers and data storage systems;

• Ethernet switches;
• software;
• network routers;
• UPS units;
• displays, desktops, notebooks, thin clients;
• network and coaxial cables;
• patch panels, patch cords, cabinets;
• optical components.

THEMATIC AREA: SECURITY
АXIS COMMUNICATIONS AB
Axis Communications company offers intellectual
solutions promoting technological advancement and
improvement of security in the world. Being a leader
in the market of network video surveillance, Axis goes
ahead of the industry, constantly introducing new
products on the basis of innovative open technological

platforms and meeting customers’ demands via the
global partnership network. The company cooperates
with 75,000 partners from 179 countries. The staff
of Axis exceeds 2000 employees in more than
40 countries.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, Axis Communications
company presented innovative solutions in security. The
product line of Axis comprises over 150 types of network cameras for various installations, providing high
quality of video. The experts of the company note that
the camera is able to see more than the human eye in
difficult conditions. The company’s stand offered more
details about the company, new products and special
solutions for small and medium-sized businesses, access
control and management systems, wireless video surveillance, pass systems with face recognition. The representatives of the company told about new technologies
called WDR and Zipstream: they enable to reduce load
on the network and decrease the volume of saved data
by 50% for typical round-the-clock video surveillance
systems.
TAMRON LLC
Tamron company has been operating since 1950. It is a
leading producer of optical equipment. It produces highresolution lenses ideal for shooting in low light and at
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night. These models have the same megapixel resolution
both at the centre and edges of the frame, during
daylight and at night in the near infrared range. High
light-gathering power, absence of chromatic aberration,
wide angles, integrated unique aperture mechanism,
and many other features make these lenses irreplaceable
components of security video surveillance systems.
Tamron LLC is a structural division of Tamron Co., Ltd
(Japan) in Russia and the CIS and has exclusive rights for
sale of products.
Tamron LLC has been participating in the exhibition
since 2016. At TIBO-2016, the company presented new
Tamron lenses for security video surveillance systems
for the first time. Also, it demonstrated the new line
of multimegapixel lenses with fixed focal length for
professional photographers.
REGULA LLC
Regula LLC specialises in design, development,
producing and maintenance of equipment, firmware
for control of authenticity of documents, money,
securities, and special scanning equipment and devices
for automatic reading of information from documents.
The company develops software: Forensic Studio, the
system for investigation, comparison and processing of
documents; information and Passport, Car documents,
and Currency search systems.
The experts of the company presented the recent developments in the area of document authenticity control
systems (currency detectors), which are unique in the
market, and new models of document readers put into
batch production in 2015. Besides, the company presented the new direction of activity – specialised training. This is a complex of training to detect authenticity of
money and documents including training sessions, seminars, conferences, practice. Any entity engaged into verification of documents and money can train its employees
under with the help of Regula.
“Regula company participates in the exhibition for
the fourth time. Our objectives at TIBO-2016 are the
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same as in the previous year: to meet with the existing
customers, find new ones, expand our market presence,
show our activities and work results. for us, it is the
core exhibition event in Belarus, therefore we take it
very seriously,” said Mr Yuri Skvorchevsky, Head of
Marketing Department.
IPCOM SYSTEMS LLC
IPcom Systems LLC develops, produces, assembles
and supplies equipment and components for arrangement and operation of optical fibre networks and electricity lines including cables and conductors. The company is an official distributor and authorised service
centre of FAAC RUSSIA in Belarus. IPcom Systems is also
an official partner of ELDES company and the first supplier of Esim 120 (GSM automated management unit)
in Belarus.
At TIBO-2016, the company presented its automation
and security systems. Apart from already known products
FAAC and BelPark, new products were demonstrated
such as road blockers (bollards) FAAC series J. This is
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a smart and functional alternative to stationary access
points, gates, barriers and chains. The blockers define
the perimeter of pavement, allow entrance to and/or
exit from certain locations only to eligible vehicles, set
borders of parking lots, squares and pavements, and
protect the sites with enhanced security requirements
from unauthorised access.
Also, the GSM automated management unit Esim 120
was presented. It is used for remote control of gates,
doors, barriers, and supports other electric devices.
Operation is possible via phone calls and SMS or Android
and iOs based applications. ESIM 120 also supports the
function ELDES Cloud Services and has 2 slots enabling
connecting and operating two gates, for instance, garage
and entrance gate, with one device.
PERFECT SYSTEMS LLC
The company supplies Sphynx access control system,
Trassir system of intellectual video surveillance, NomerOK
system of recognition of car number plates, and ACTI,
ActiveCam video cameras.
The company’s activities include design, assembly,
adjustment and technical maintenance of security tools
and systems, fire alarm systems, video surveillance and
access control system, as well as integration services

for companies and suppliers of network and server
equipment.
The company’s stand presented integrated solutions
for access control systems, video surveillance and
security alarm, allowing to adjust the systems both
for households and companies with distributed
infrastructure.

THEMATIC AREA:
SMART HOME TECHNOLOGIES
ZTE FLLC
ZTE company is the second largest producer of
telecommunication equipment and mobile phones in
China.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, the company presented
its stand demonstrating the Smartcity concept that is
becoming more and more popular and had been partially
implemented in more than 140 cities.
Smartcity is one of the top priority directions of ICT
development. Smartcity solutions usually consist of three
main subsystems: information collection devices (sensors,
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form for railroads created on the basis of GSM standard,
integrated into the railroad traffic and providing phone
communication, data transfer, telegram, fax, photo transmission, etc.
8. Wire technologies (xGPON, DWDM).
9. Wireless technologies (Pre-5G, Q-Cell).
10. Mobile terminals and ‘smart accessories’, namely: Blade X3, Blade A510, Blade L5 Plus, Blade V6,
Blade X9, and two flagship ZTE smartphones – ZTE
Axon Mini and Blade V7 Lite. Also, ZTE innovation was
presented – ZTE Spro Plus, a hybrid of laser projector
and a tablet.

monitoring tools, etc.), network infrastructure for their
connection, and applications with the necessary functionality. Applications are following the cloud principle in the
centralised data processing centres.
For smart cities, ZTE offers a wide range of
comprehensive solutions:
1. Industry 4.0 solution is a concept of future
development of industrial production. Implementation
of the solution on the basis of the Industry 4.0 concept
was demonstrated for the warehouse, the assembly
workshop, use of robots for delivery and assembly of
products, and the centre for monitoring and decisionmaking.
2. The solution for public security is a complex system
of public security including a set of data processing
mechanisms to respond to extraordinary situations,
natural calamities, terrorist attacks, crimes against public,
and other events in the society.
3. The solution for card identification E-ID allows
creation of the unified document of the citizen acting
as the personal ID and identifying the citizen in the
automated electronic service system of public and private
organisations.
4. The solution in smart energy usage is intended
for optimisation of distribution and use of resources
for the purpose of saving and reduction of expenses
of households and legal entities. To demonstrate this
project, smart sensors were shown.
5. The solution for intellectual training comprises
leading-edge technologies and best practice. All services
(electronic training, remote education, interactive class,
library, etc.) are available at any time, any place and from
any device (TV set, desktop, smartphone, tablet). The
interactive training class was arranged at the exhibition.
6. The solution for smart medicine represents uniform
medical terminals comprising such functionality as blood
pressure measurement, cardiogram, detection of oxygen
saturation of blood, common urine analysis, and other
procedures. The scope of such data is transmitted into
the cloud which can be accessed by all doctors and the
patient.
7. GSM-R solution is a wireless communication plat-
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ITPROJECTSTROY LLC
ITProjectStroy LLC is a professional developer of
network and telecommunication solutions.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, the company presented
the City Code – a social project aimed at improvement of
life quality of city dwellers and guests, their security and
awareness.
The City Code was developed by ITProjectStroy LLC and
implemented with participation of Managing Company
of BELCOMMUNMASH Holding JSC, Display JSC Design
Bureau, and Renewable Energy Association.
The project structure comprises an interactive stop
and marking of pedestrian crossings with light indicators synchronised with traffic lights signals. The City
Code is aimed at meeting demands of ordinary citizens,
companies and businesses, as well as municipal administration.
The project objective is primarily to make movement of
citizens in the city streets and waiting for public transport
as safe and comfortable as possible. Moreover, the project
components have special equipment that would provide
functionality to the citizens earlier impossible or difficult
at transport stops.
Apart from the electronic displays, the City Code is
equipped with local navigation panels. This allows not
only to plan waiting time at the stop but also make
the optimal itinerary with regard to traffic situation.
Thus, the passengers can select the most convenient
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route and forecast the time of arrival to the place of
destination.
Also, the City Code stop booths show the map of objects
and events, so that the citizens may find the nearest
object that could be interesting or useful for them. The
booths are equipped with video surveillance cameras and
alarm buttons. This makes waiting for transport safer and
prevents crimes, since aid can be called and the incident
may be investigated easier.
Besides, a modular structure of the stop permits
installation of payment terminals and retail trade points
to sell tickets, refreshments and many other things. This
component of the stop saves time and effort of people to
make the necessary payments or purchases.
Another useful feature of the City Code stops is
indication of updated information on air temperature
and other weather conditions, not only in the current
location but also in other districts of the city, so that the
passengers may know what weather can be expected at
the location where they intend to go.
Components of such stop are equipped with antivandal bodies ensuring their integrity and operability for
a long period of time.
for enterprises and organisations, the City Code is
mainly a chance to attract new buyers and promote their
image. The City Code is a unified media network for
broadcasting advertisements at the displays installed in
the stop booths.
Besides, the company or sales point can be displayed
at the interactive map of events and organisations and
facilitate navigation to it. Possibility to install terminals
and retail sale points creates one more efficient sales
channel supported by high passenger flow at the
transport stops. This will increase brand penetration
and coverage. Participation of companies in the City
Code project is an excellent opportunity to become a
part of it.
The City Code takes into account the interests
of municipal administration. The most important
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function of the stop for the city is security of
citizens, prevention of crimes and assistance in
their investigations, which becomes possible due to
installation of video surveillance cameras and alarm
buttons. Due to the information about time of arrival
of transport and possibility to select the optimal route,
passenger flow is distributed and optimised. Bright
and adaptive design improves the city outlook. Use
of anti-vandal bodies allows keeping attractive look
of the city infrastructure. Application of innovative
technologies promotes the image of the city as
dynamically developing and keeping pace. The fact
that ‘City Code’ stops are interesting to businesses from
the point of advertisement and retail sale, supports
project payback expectations.
One more component of the City Code project is
marking of pedestrian crossings with light indicators
synchronised with traffic lights signals. Such crossings will
improve safety of pedestrians and reduce the risk of road
accidents involving them.
The City Code is designed with “Green energy” concept, which allows refusing fully from conventional energy sources supplied by the city network. LED panels,
news line, time display and other components may be
powered by solar batteries applied in the project. Daily,
solar panels produce up to 2 kW of electric energy, which
is many times more than may be consumed by the project devices, while the remainder may be supplied to the
city network.
It is known that arrangement of energy supply to remote objects is costly. Thus, autonomous powering of the
project is a great advantage.
The project consists of components of domestic production by 90% and is export-focused. The project
may be interesting for foreign partners from the neighbouring countries. For the first time, the project will
be implemented in Sovetskaya street in Gomel with
participation of Gomel Regional Executive Committee,
Gomel City Executive Committee, and Gomeloblpassazhirtrans.
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BELTELECOM RUE
Beltelecom company is a permanent participant of
the TIBO exhibition. In 2016, the company is a General
partner of the forum and presents modern telecommunication solutions, services and products for individuals
and businesses, joined by the common concept “Beltelecom – intellectual solutions for home and office”. Along
with presentation of conventional communication services – Internet, TV and telephony – innovative products of the company were presented in B2B and B2C
segments. At the forum, the company announced launch
of telecommunication service packages for GPON network subscribers under the new YASNA brand, the Family package for ADSL connection subscribers, and Smart
Home service.
The stand was focusing on demonstration of Smart
home system and the package of services under the
common brand including telephony, the Internet and
television. The new Smart Home service is the system
of managing devices, wireless sensors (movement,
temperature and humidity, smoke, open doors or
windows etc.), video surveillance devices. The service
transmits, collects, stores information using a desktop, a
tablet, a mobile phone etc.
in accordance with the set scenarios, the user may adjust the system so that it not only informs on activation

of sensors but the devices perform available actions (e.g.,
upon activation of the movement sensor, video surveillance camera starts recording). Event notification can be
sent with a push-notification (programme message at the
mobile device), SMS to the programmed phone numbers
and e-mail to the registered e-mail addresses. The sensors of performing devices are video cameras allowing
the subscriber to be aware of what is going on in the real
time mode, record video or save images for later review.
Smart sockets allow remote control (switching power on
and off) of household or office electric appliances via the
user application.
The service is intended primarily for owners of private
houses and legal entities possessing remote objects.
Later, components of the Smart home solution may
become an integral part of newly build or reconstructed
residential and public buildings, which will increase the
level of their automation, promote development of the
information society in general and electronic services in
particular.
The Smart Home solutions can be integrated into
the systems of energy, water, gas, heat consumption
metering.
in the business zone of the stand the company
presented corporate telecommunication solutions:
the service of Wi-Fi network provision for use, SMS
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mailing, SPIN service (the system for provision of
information), virtual number, and other corporate
services.
Mr Sergey Turomsha, Deputy Director General for
Commerce, told about the products presented at the
TIBO-2016 exhibition, “Our stand has three zones
representing three main services that we would like to
demonstrate. One of them is the Smart Home service.
Two years ago we presented the Smart Home concept,
also at TIBO. At the stand one can view the presentation
and the respective sensors. The visitors can see how any
apartment may be turned into an intellectual home. The
second part of the stand is dedicated to YASNA package.
We launched this new brand right before the exhibition.
The third part is business services. Since last year, we
have made good progress, though it is a niche segment,
a market-focused service, so we are not expecting mass
demand. Wi-Fi is actively used now by holiday centres,
night clubs, restaurants, stadiums, catering and many
other businesses.”
The visitors of Beltelecom stand had a chance to get
consultations from the company experts, watch presentations of new IT products, and submit an application for
connection to services on beneficial terms.
HORIZONT HOLDING
Horizont Holding is one of the largest and the most
actively developing holdings in the Republic of Belarus.
Today Horizont comprises 25 companies, more than
7000 employees, 6 business directors. ITC HORIZONT,
a holding member, is the centre of developments
and one of the leading companies in the area of
development and produce of household, industrial and
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special electronics in the Republic of Belarus and the
CIS countries.
The majority of smart technologies present in the market relate to pure entertainment. Truly “smart” technologies should be solving tasks, be useful, only then they
are really “smart” and valuable – such is the philosophy
of Horizont centre of developments working on the new
direction – Smart City.
Counting calories spent per day, monitoring of sleep,
operating household appliance from the smartphone –
all these applications and gadgets are becoming
increasingly popular with modern people, making every
day’s life easier. Keeping pace, Horizont promotes smart
technologies from individual to social and public level by
implementing this idea in the framework of large-scale
project called Smart City.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, Horizont shared its
developments in this direction. At the stand, the project
Smart Stops was presented. Possibility to track location
of transport, make the route, learn recent news while
waiting, pay fare, charge the phone, call emergency
service – all this is integrated into the intellectual system
for transport stops.
in the framework of “smart” city concept, Horizont
paid attention to the sphere of entertainment as
well. A component of the project – Smart shop – was
presented at the stand. Its idea is in the interactive
display for trade and service sphere. The new product
transforms any non-metal transparent surface into an
interactive one allowing use shops and service centres
in the autonomous and remote mode: view the stock,
book, pay and order delivery of products, pay for bank
services, etc.
The list of smart solutions of the Belarusian electronics
giant is not exhaustive. Horizont is ready to offer the city
“smart” parking lots, “smart” classes and other intellectual systems allowing to solve topical issues, save resources,
improve efficiency of socially important processes.
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THEMATIC AREA: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
EMC COMPANY
EMC corporation, one of the world leaders in IT industry
specialising in software and hardware, information
security (RSA), virtualisation and cloud technologies
(VMware, Pivotal, Virtustream). The company has own
development centres in Russia, USA, China, India, Israel,
Egypt. EMC is present in the markets of 86 countries
and employs 60000 people. The American company
has long been present in Russia, but Belarusian market
is new to it.
Apart from participation in the TIBO-2016 exhibition,
EMC company represented by its experts from
Moscow office told about the products and services
at three seminars during the forum. Mr Michael
Graetz, Vice-President of the company, participated
in seminar discussions. The purpose of his visit
was assessment of opportunities of introduction of
conceptual decisions by EMC. He specially mentioned
creation and successful operation of Belarusian cloud
technologies.
Mr Igor Kobzev, member of the Workgroup for image of the Republic of Belarus abroad, characterised
participation of the company in the exhibition as follows, “Our group works on attraction of larges international brands into the country for the purpose of
establishment of leading-edge innovative production
businesses. These businesses may come through Belarus
to other markets, earning us foreign currency income.
That’s why EMC company, the world leader in automation, participates in the exhibition. The company has
serious intentions and big plans, and we count on full
mutual understanding.”

REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE OF SAP CIS LLC
IN THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS
SAP company is one of the world leaders in the market of corporate applications. The company assists enterprises of any scale and specialisation in more effective business management. Whether it is an auxiliary
service or board of directors, a warehouse or a shop,
desktop or mobile applications – SAP solutions allow
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improvement of interaction of employees and companies generally, more profound understanding of business and creation of competitive advantages.
Within the framework of the TIBO-2016 exhibition,
SAP deployed the demonstration stand Innovation
Showcase which illustrated innovative solutions of the
company in business analytics in the interactive mode.
On the sensor panel, four scenarios could be viewed:
Logistics, Aviation Traffic, Smart Energy, and Digital
Agriculture.
Mr Andrey Goriaynov, managing director of SAP in
Belarus, noted, “At TIBO-2016, the company SAP presents mainstream innovations, main trends in development of production enterprises, as well as strategy of
digital transformation of the industrial sector of the
Republic of Belarus. Every year, participation in the forum is an opportunity to demonstrate the recent developments in the sphere of information technologies and
share expertise of the customers who have implemented
SAP solutions effectively. We are proud that our solutions
help not only optimise business processes in companies
but keep pace due to following leading trends of digital
economy.”
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MISOFT NVP JSC
The company is an official distributor of 1C company in
the Republic of Belarus and specialises in delivery, installation, implementation and maintenance of automated
systems on the basis of 1C: Enterprise platform. MiSoft
is also a centre for certified training to 1C programmes
and offers a wide choice of courses for novice and experienced accountants, HR, managers, programmers, administrators and IT specialists.
The company presented new solutions on 1C: Enterprise 8 platform at the exhibition. Ready solutions were
shown for automation of managerial and operational
accounting; it was shown how to increase efficiency of
the company’s activity with 1C: Enterprise software.
The visitors could see a wide range of tools for company management and new opportunities for productive
work.

The new ERP solution – 1C: ERP Company Management
2 for Belarus was also presented. The solution is
intended for automation of all activities of a modern
enterprise. for automation of activity of construction
companies, the software product 1C: enterprise 8. ERP
Construction Company Management 2.0 was p resented.
The software product 1C: PM Project Management is
intended for companies that want to manage their
projects effectively, reached scheduled parameters,
and improve project profitability. ERP solutions allow
keeping all accounting of the company in the single
information base and input information into the base
once at the place of its origination. Combined use of
ERP solutions with the product 1C: Document Flow 8
CORP allows automation of almost all processes of any
company – accounting, document flow, organisation
and execution.

development and improvement of the system; integration
of the product into ready-made solutions.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, the company presented
OSA ERP software product for small and medium businesses. The software is successfully used in more than
35 companies in the CIS. The solutions allow automation of business processes, planning and management
of production, and improvement of financial indicators.
Besides, the solution makes business more transparent
for the management, prevents ‘shadow’ earnings of the
staff. Due to the universal nature of the solution, OSA
may be used in different areas: trade, production, services. Modest pricing policy and professional attitude of the
employees allows introduction of the system in the shortest time possible. With OSA, it is possible to carry out
multi-currency managerial accounting, joint analysis and
control over all departments and companies, and obtain
up-to-date information about the state of affairs of the
company regardless of its location.
DEAC COMPANY
DEAC is a European operator of data centres, one of the
largest in Northern Europe. The activity of the company
is focus on provision of a full range of data centre and
IT outsourcing services internationally. Key markets are
Europe, the CIS countries, Asia, and the USA.

ALINMIR LLC
Alinmir company implements IT solutions and
optimises business processes. The company provides a
wide range of services: development of business process
automation projects; implementation of ERP system
and its commissioning; customer’s staff training; further
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DEAC guarantees its customers improvement of
competitiveness in their industry, provision of effective
IT tools for business development, cost optimisation,
protection and stability of business in the long term.
The operator provides cloud services, rental of servers,
placement of equipment, management, network and
consulting services. Quick installation of fully equipped
server racks provides for reliable operation of highly
loaded IT project in all Europe. A wide range of readyto-use infrastructure may be installed within several
days and be used as the central server, data base of
server for storage with the world leader in virtualisation
software. Specially designed complexes of virtual
resources for business management provide such
material advantages as higher security level, flexible
operation environment and efficient management of
costs and resources.
“DEAC company operates data centres throughout Europe,” said Mr Agris Ivbulis, lead sales manager. “Its
headquarters is in Riga, there we have two data centres.
We have a subsidiary in Moscow, more resources in Frankfurt, London and Amsterdam where we offer a full range
of data centre services including cloud technologies. Our
solutions are mainly tailored ones: the customers come
and tell what they need, and it’s our task to make them
a proper offer.”
ЕATON COMPANY
Eaton company has more than a hundred years of
experience in effective management of electric, hydraulic
and mechanical power. In 2015, the sales of the company
made USD 20.9 million. Eaton employs nearly 97,000
people. The company sells in more than 175 countries
of the world.
Electrical engineering business of Eaton is distribution
of energy and protection of electric networks, provision
of power backup, solutions for operation in difficult and
dangerous environments, systems of functional and
alarm lighting, video surveillance, structural solutions
and commutation, automation and control, engineering
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services. The company is the world leader and expert in
these areas.
At the stand of the company, the visitors could see the
uninterrupted power supply unit Eaton 92PS intended
mainly for small data processing and key application centres. The commercial representative of the export division, Mr Artyom Angeleyko, noted, “We regularly participate in TIBO to confirm our presence in the market,
show products and receive information about end users
about whether they are satisfied with the quality of our
products and service. We like TIBO’s target audience, and
we like that the exhibition is visited by experts in our
segment.”
ACADEMY OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
UNDER THE AEGIS OF THE PRESIDENT
OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS
The Academy of Public Administration is a high school
in the national system of education and the principal educational establishment for professional improvement
and re-training of managers, reserve of managerial staff,
public officers.
At the stand of the organisation, there were shown inhouse modern information and technological tools for
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active form of study – computer training software and
business games. Business games are related to various
sphere of activity: HR, economy, ideology, and law. Also
there were presented methods and technologies of remote training developed by the Scientific and Research
Institute of Theory and Practice of Public Management
of the Academy. The remote training system includes
electronic courses and electronic libraries in various formats, business games, portal technologies and Internet
services. Besides, the stand offered information about
different opportunities to receive higher education at the
Academy.

organisation of educational process. Electronic training
tools (e-platform) presented in the form of postal security course are aimed at improvement of teaching
of subjects in postal communications, including postal
security. The electronic portal for aspirants is the information environment allowing aspirants choosing future profession in a timely manner and in accordance
with personal preferences, with regard to geographical
coverage and community.

BELARUSIAN STATE ACADEMY
OF COMMUNICATIONS
The Academy of Communications carries out scientific,
technical and innovation activity in top priority
directions of fundamental practical scientific research
and development in accordance with the specialisations,
including postal and electrical communication, for
which the students are trained at the Academy.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, the Academy of
Communications presented the following products:
cloud technologies in organisation of educational
process, electronic training tools, electronic portal for
aspirants.
Cloud technologies in organisation of educational
process are aimed at creation of the private cloud that
allows arranging universal environment for communication, experimental research, collective work, and

THEMATIC AREA:
DIGITAL PRINTING
СANON COMPANY
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, Canon company represented by its Belarusian partners Kantselyarskye mashiny
LLC and Digital Technologies LLC demonstrated the recent innovations of Canon in office printing, document
processing and so-called ‘heavy’ engineering solutions.
in particular, at the stand the visitors could see in action highly productive laser monochrome and colour
multi-functional printers Canon imageRUNNER ADVANCE, wide format inkjet printers Canon imagePRO-

GRAF with the printing format from 24” to 44”, Image
Press 600 – the first printer for small companies based
on industrial printing technologies, comprehensive solutions for wide format printing PlotVawe 340/360, multimedia and short-focus projectors Canon, professional
compact and highly productive scanners, video surveillance systems.
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thorised partners includes printers, multi-functional
printers, consumables, tablet and streaming scanners,
multimedia projectors, document cameras, added reality glasses and watches. During the years of operation,
Epson occupied and is holding the leading positions in
the market of inkjet and matrix printing in Belarus. The
printing devices became a standard in the sphere of
professional wide format printing on paper, cloth and
other materials. The projectors are widely used in education, conference service, HoReCa segment. Scanning
and fiscal cash desk devices Epson can be met in banking and retail trade. All Epson equipment corresponds
to the highest standards of quality, reliability, nature
protection, and is created for daily work in business
and at home.
The main driver of the company’s stand this year
is the fifth anniversary of entering of printing devices
“Epson Printing Factory” into the market of Belarus.
The devices of this series occupied 60% of inkjet
printing segment in the country due to reasonable
costs of owing. Apart from Epson Printing Factory,
professional series for medium and large printing
volumes were presented - Work Force Pro and Work

The experts of the company drew special attention
to Canon imagePROGRAF series. The models are distinguished by high quality of printing, and besides, they
are cost-efficient, highly productive and can be operated
with one button. The wide format printer can be turned
into a multi-functional printer that can scan and print simultaneously.
Mr Maksim Boiko, Regional Sales and Marketing
Manager of Canon, noted, “At the exhibition in 2016 we
are the only company with such a wide range of solutions
in printing. I respect all our competitors but due to various reasons this year let us present the full range of our
printing devices, from small inkjet printers to professional
ones.
ЕPSON COMPANY
Epson company is the world leader in creation of
innovative products for imaging. The company offers
compact and reliable technologies implemented in
different devices, from printers and 3LCD projectors for
home and office to electronic and quartz devices. Epson
group of companies headed by the Japanese corporation
Seiko Epson employs more than 72,000 people in 94
companies of the world.
The list of products for home and corporate users
supplied into Belarus through a wide network of au-
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Force Pro RIPS. Thus, the evolvement of Epson inkjet
printing is demonstrated.
The added reality glasses, a new type of the
company’s products, were also presented at the
exhibition. Besides, the interested visitors could see
many printing specimen made with the company’s
equipment. Solutions for marking were presented at
the stand. The ultrashort focus interactive projector
with figure gesture and touch recognition Epson EB595Wi, able to work in horizontal and vertical position,
draws special attention.
‘Here we met all groups of customers interesting
for us. Almost all sectors were present: medicine, education, industry. This is the most important thing
for us. However, we would expect to see more representatives of transport and logistics’ noted Ms Yuliya
Sokolova, marketing manager of Epson in Ukraine and
Moldova.

professional maintenance and repair of equipment is
guaranteed.
At the TIBO-2016 exhibition, the automated digital
printing complex was presented including the digital
Pur-binder Morgana DigiBook 200, scoring and folding
machine Morgana DigiFold, and solar laminating machine
Yellow 3866.

POLIGRAFICHESKYE MASHINY LLC
Poligraficheskye Mashiny LLC is the leading
supplier of digital printing equipment in Belarus. The
catalogue of the company includes over 3000 items of
technological equipment. The company offers solutions
for each separate process or ‘turn-key’. Besides,

THEMATIC AREA:
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
PRINTLUXE LLC
PrintLuxe is the leading distribution company supplying AV, interactive and office equipment into the Republic of Belarus since 2004. The product portfolio of the
company includes a wide range of equipment from international producers for public institutions, commercial
companies, industrial enterprises, logistic and transport,
telecommunication and media, design and advertising
companies, medical and educational establishments.
The company provide projectors, printing and scanning devices, professional displays, professional mounts

for AV complexes, optical equipment, and educational
solutions.
The company’s stand presented all the best proposals from the producing companies that are the market
leaders in creation of interactive visual solutions and
solutions for video walls and distributed advertising networks.
Ms Elena Boiko, Deputy Director for Sales and Marketing, told about the specific nature of the company’s
operation, “We present various solutions for information display. They are in demand at trade and business
centres, conferences, cafes and restaurants, bars and
hotels.
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Professional displays are the best solution to visualise
information. They are different in nature, various video
walls can be made from them. There are displays with
high brightness able to work 24/7 without interruption, it is a fine solution for museums and exhibition
centres, and business analysts. The software allows to
set the parameters so that the display may show simultaneously the menu, weather forecast, news line.
Everything is done for high-quality consumption of information. An innovation is the mirror display: when
it is switched off, it looks like a mirror, very convenient
to use at trading malls. Also, this year the company
launched its own training centre for information technologies.”

Ninebot mini, a smart TV-set Mi TV 3 with 60-inch diagonal and 4K resolution, and many other interested gadgets
were presented at xiStore stand.
MI5 Xiaomi smartphone is one of the most powerful
smartphones in the world. Its main advantage is
affordable price. The smartphone is much cheaper than
the same class rivals since the company’s main idea is to
invest into development of the product rather than the
brand.
Also, the visitors could see different air filters that could
be useful for dwellers of large cities as protection from
smog. Besides, the filter helps eliminating dust at home.
One more interesting product by Xiaomi is the camera
able to track movement and send 6-second videos to the
owner. for instance, it can detect presence of intruders.
Such camera can be useful for mothers since it can act as
an audionurse. The device is able to ‘see’ in darkness, so
that it will monitor the child even at night.

NEW SYMBOL LLC
Being an imported of Xiaomi Tech products, at TIBO2016 the company presented the brand shop xiStore
with a wide range of devices, and showed innovative
products of the technological supergiant. The new flagship smartphone Mi 5, an incredibly trendy gyroscooter
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AWARDING OF WINNERS OF THE TIBO-2016
INTERNET AWARD
TIBO Internet Award, a competition for the best
Internet resource in the national segment of the Internet,
is a TIBO tradition.
Since 2003, large scale analysis of Belarusian Internet
content has been carried out before the TIBO forum, and
best resources are selected to compete for the Internetprize TIBO.
Main objectives of the TIBO Internet Award are
promotion and development of the Belarusian segment
of the Internet, development and introduction of new
information technologies, and advancement of the
best achievements of the Belarusian segment of the
Internet.
TIBO Internet Award is an award of the Organisational Committee of the exhibition annually to network
resources created in the Belarusian segment of the Internet for material artistic, technological, social and
cultural achievements in the sphere of information, culture, art and education. Since 2003, more than 7000
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Belarusian Internet resources participated in the contest.
TIBO-2016 Internet Award ceremony was held at the
congress hall of the business centre of Hotel Victoria. The
ceremony was attended by heads of ministries and agencies, public institutions. TIBO organizers, together with
Like media company, the information partner of TIBO
exhibition, arranged for live Internet broadcasting of XIV
Internet-prize TIBO award ceremony.
The winners in the category of education and science
were awarded by Mr Vadim Bogush, Senior Deputy
Minister of Education, “I would like to congratulate the
winners and wish them further development of their projects. As you say, this is not the last version of the website.”
The winner in the category of health and medicine
was the web-site of Gomel Regional Cardiology Centre.
Mr Igor Gayevsky, Deputy Minister of Health Care,
said the words of congratulations, “Every citizen worries about their health. If the web-site of the medical
institution is designed properly, a man can address the
entity and solve the problem. Besides, we are interested in promotion of medical services outside Belarus,
and this may be possible with information technologies.”
The nomination ‘Internet resource about Belarus in foreign language’ was won by the official web-site of the
Republic of Belarus developed by BelTA. “People visit the
web-site belarus.by from everywhere. TIBO exhibition
motivates us each spring, making us continue work and
development,” said the winners.
The special prize of the contest jury was awarded to
such socially important projects as the Internet portal
My City (developed by Lovata group LLC) and Sovereign Belarus: age of achievements (developed by
BelTA). The winners were congratulated by Mr Sergey
Yenin, Deputy Director of Technics and Communications CJSC.
“At our web-site we tried to let every citizen make the
life of their city better, and we succeeded. Every month
we receive more than two thousand queries,” noted a
representative of My City web-portal.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITION FOR THE BEST INTERNET RESOURCE
OF THE XIV INTERNET PRIZE OF THE INTERNATIONAL SPECIALISED
EXHIBITION TIBO-2016
NOMINATION: PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
1.1. Republican public management authorities
1st place

National legal Internet portal of the Republic of Belarus,
www.pravo.by

Developed by: National Legal
Information Centre together with
Astronim-system LLC (design) and
IT Centre of BSU (CMS)

2nd place

Official web-site of the Ministry of Health Care of the
Republic of Belarus, www.minzdrav.gov.by

Developed by: BelTA

3rd place

National Statistics Committee of the Republic of Belarus,
www.belstat.gov.by

Developed by: Asstronim*Support

1.2. Municipal, district and regional executive committees
1st place

Vitebsk Regional Executive Committee, www.vitebskregion.gov.by

Developed by: BelTA

2nd place

Borisov District Executive Committee, www.borisov.gov.by

Developed by: BelTA

3rd place

Official web-site of the Administration of Sovetsky District
of the city of Minsk, www.sov.minsk.gov.by

Developed by: Centre of
Information Technologies of Minsk
City Executive Committee CUE

NOMINATION: EDUCATION AND SCIENCE
1st place

Belarusian State University, www.bsu.by

Developed by: Belarusian State
University

2nd place

Official web-site of Vitebsk State Medical University
honoured by Order of Peoples’ Friendship, www.vsmu.by

Developed by: Vitebsk State
Medical University honoured by
Order of Peoples’ Friendship

Special
diploma
awarded by
jury

Lida Special Kindergarten No. 16 for children with visual
disorders, www.lidasad16.by

Developed by: Andrey Lysov,
individual entrepreneur

Kindergarten No. 3 in Rechitsa, www.rechicasad3.by

Developed by: Oleg Kobrin

NOMINATION: INFORMATION SOURCE
1st place

News of Belarus (BelTA), www.belta.by

Developed by: BelTA

2nd place

Official web-site of Editorial Board of the Meditsinsky
Vestnik, www.medvestnik.by

Developed by: BelTA

3rd place

Public mass media portal, www.belsmi.by

Developed by: Banking
Technologies Centre JSC

NOMINATION: CORPORATE INTERNET RESOURCE
1st place

Corporate web-site of Belorusneft-Neftekhimproekt, www.
nhp.by

Developed by: MediaLine

2nd place

Steel Line Plant of entrance doors , www.steelline.by

Developed by: Cheshirsky Kot LLC

3rd place

Garmoniya uyuta, www.garmonia.by

Developed by: EKA-Soft LLC

NOMINATION: INTERNET SHOPS
1st place

Retail division of Totler Plus LLC – Internet shop elmarket.
by, www.elmarket.by

Developed by: Totler Plus LLC

2nd place

Internet shop of Keramin, www.keramin.by

Developed by: EKA-Soft LLC

3rd place

Internet shop of Steel Line metal entrance doors (Door
Season LLC), www.ds-steelline.by

Developed by: Cheshirsky Kot LLC
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NOMINATION: CULTURE AND ART
1st place

Web-site of the National Academic Theatre named after
Yanka Kupala, www.kupalauski.by

Developed by: Borovoy Studio PUE

2nd place

Maxim Bogdanovich Museum, www.
bagdanovichmuseum.by

Developed by: Ikvadrat Studio

3rd place

Zavet icon painting artistic group , www.iconmaster.by

Developed by: Centre of Profitable
Solutions

NOMINATION: SPORT, TOURISM AND ENTERTAINMENT
1st place

National Olympic Committee of the Republic of Belarus,
www.noc.by

2nd place

Sports Club of Trade Union Federation of Belarus, www.
sportfpb.by

Developed by: ITGarant.com

NOMINATION: INTERNET RESOURCES OF TOURIST AGENCIES, GAMING AND
ADVERTISING CENTRES, PARKS, CONTAINING INFORMATION ABOUT RECREATION,
TOURISM AND TRAVEL SERVICES
1st place

Web-site of the entertainment complex Lebyazhi Water
Park, www.waterpark.by

Developed by: A.V. Shpak, individual
entrepreneur

2nd place

Web-site of tourist operator Intercity ALC, www.intercity.
by

Developed by: New Site Studio

NOMINATION: HEALTH AND MEDICINE
1st place

Gomel Regional Clinical Cardiology Centre, www.
cardiogomel.by

Developed by: Edulab web-studio,
edulab.by

2nd place

Republican Scientific and Practical Centre of Oncology and
Medical Radiology named after N.N. Aleksanderov, www.
omr.by

Developed by: EKA-Soft LLC

3rd place

Web-site of the 2nd Minsk Hospital, www.2gkb.by

Developed by: Global Travel ALC

NOMINATION: FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH
1st place

Belarusian Republican Pioneer Organisation Public Union,
www.brpo.by

Developed by: ITGarant.com

2nd place

Open chess Portal, www.openchess.by

Developed by: Astronim*Support.by

3rd place

Youth of Gomel, www.okbrsmgomel.by

Developed by: Conceptual Advetising
LLC
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NOMINATION: INTERNET RESOURCE ABOUT BELARUS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
1st place

Official web-site of the Republic of Belarus, www.belarus.
by

Developed by: BelTA

2nd place

Touristic Kobrin, www.ikobrin.by

Developed by: Viktor Logvinovich,
Yakov Logvinovich, Vladimir
Gongalo

3rd place

Official web-site of Chief Editorial Board of International
Broadcasting (Radio Belarus) of Belarusian radio, www.
radiobelarus.tvr.by

Developed by: Chief Editorial
Board of Internet Broadcasting of
Belarusian Television and Radio
Company

NOMINATION: INTERNET SITE OF BANKING AND CREDIT INSTITUTION
1st place

Corporate web-site of Technobank JSC, www.tb.by

Developed by: New Site Studio

SPECIAL PRICE FROM THE JURY
Socially
important
project
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My City Internet portal, www.115.bel

Developed by: Lovata Group
LLC and Centre of Information
Technologies of Minsk City
Executive Committee

Sovereign Belarus: Age of Achievements, www.bylostalo.
belta.by

Developed by: BelTA
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II CHILDREN AND YOUTH
FESTIVAL ROBODROME
CONTEST OF MOBILE ROBOTS IN THE CATEGORIES KEGELRING-M
AND KEGELRING-C
52 teams from Minsk and Gomel took part in the
contest.
In the senior category Kegelring-C, the winners
were:
1st place with the result 16.01 seconds – Konstantin
Kalinin, Gymnasium No. 50 in Minsk, Roboticsclub
Robo4U;
2nd place with the result 23.54 seconds – Bogdan
Kapenkin, Engineerium;
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3rd place with the result 31.04 seconds – Aleksey Bykov and Nikolay Yakubov, Engineerium.
In the junior category Kegelring-M, the winners were:
1st place with the result 3.18 seconds – Samuil Oleksin, Itransition, Roboticsclub Robo4U;
2nd place with the result 3.29 seconds – Kirill Rogozin,
Gymnasium No. 2 in Minsk, Fiztech.bel;
3rd place with the result 5.2 seconds – Yevgeniy Govor,
Itransition, Roboticsclub Robo4U.
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